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STATUS OF CHAP:

COMPOSITE HTGR ANALYSIS PROGRAM

by

P. A. Seeker and J. S. Gilbert

ABSTRACT

Development of an HTGR accident simulation program is in
progress for the prediction of the overall HTGR plant transient
response to various initiating events. The status of the digital
computer program named CHAP (Composite HTGR Analysis Program) as
of June 30, 1975, is given. The philosophy, structure, and cap-
abilities of the CHAP code are discussed. Mathematical descrip-
tions are given for those HTGR components that have been modeled.
Component model validation and evaluation using auxiliary analysis
codes are also discussed.

I. INTRODUCTION

The Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory (LASL),

under the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) con-

tract number W-7405-ENG-36, administered through

the Reactor Safety Research (RSR) division of the

office of Nuclear Regulatory Research, is Involved

in High Temperature Gas Reactor (HTGR) safety re-

search. This project began at the LASL in March

1974. There are several areas of HTGR safety re-

search being performed at the LASL Including the

development of an HTGR accident simulation code for

the prediction of the overall HTGR plant transient

response to initialing events such as anticipated

transients and accidents. This report describes

the development status of the digital computer code

named CHAP (Composite HTGR Analysis program). With

the exception of implementation of the modular

structure described in Sec. II.B., the status is

that as of June 30, 1975. The CHAP code is being

developed in Group T-l of the Theoretical Division

at the LASL. Group T-l has responsibility for

theoretical and analytical developments in the

areas of Transport Theory, Reactor Theory, and Re-

actor Safety.

In this report we provide a description of the

philosophy, structure, and capabilities of the CHAP

code. Also we provide descriptions of several HTGR

component models which have been completed. Some

auxiliary analysis codes are described which are

used in component model validation and evaluation.

This report is intended as a status report and

is not a user's manual for the CHAP code. An ini-

tial version of the CHAP code will be released with

associated user documentation during FY 1976. The

capabilities and limitations of this version are

described in the next section. All information con-

cerning the code structure and modeling is prelim-

inary at this writing.

II. DESCRIPTION OF CHAP

A. Philosophy

CHAP is to be a whole system code describing

the thermal, fluid-flow, neutronic (including after-

heat) and control response of the HTGR reactor core,

primary coolant system, prestressed concrete re-

actor vessel, core auxiliary cooling system (CACS),

and balance of plant. Dynamic models for each of

these components and subsystems have been or will

be developed.



Typical Initiating events to be considered by

CHAP are reactor trip, loss of offslte power with

turbine trip, loss of main-loop cooling, depressur-

ization of the primary system, and reactivity inser-

tions. CHAP is being designed to predict critical

safety variables such as maximum fuel-rod tempera-

tures. The output fro« CHAP will also provide core

thermal-hydraulic input to descriptions of fission

product release, mass diffusion, and graphite re-

action effects due to air and/or steam ingress.

Current plans are for CHAP to include the cap-

abilities provided by the General Atomic (GA) codes

BLOOST-7,1 TAP,2 and RECA.3 The initial effort is

oriented cowards providing core and systems trans-

ient analysis capability rather than the complex

core analysis provided by RECA. Figure 1 is given

as an example of the anticipated systems transient

and accident calculations to be calculated by CHAP.

This example, taken from GA5SAR, presents results

calculated by TAP for a single-loop trip with
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Fig. 1. Single-loop trip; no reactor power control
action (Ref. 4).

failure of control action. Following the loop trip,

the reduced helium flow causes the core to heat up

slightly, with the resulting negative temperature

feedback causing the power to drop. Although the

power drops, the high power-to-flow ratio leads to

a high core helium outlet temperatrure and the re-

sulting trip on high steim generator inlet tempera-

ture occurs at about 140 s. Following Crip, the

system cools as in a normal reactor trip and with

no damage to the system.

A preliminary version of CHAP has been used for

transient studies to evaluate the reactor core mod-

el. These studies were reported in Ref. 1< and pro-

vided a check on the accuracy of the core simulation

model at several arbitrary open-loop reactivity in-

sertions (both positive and negative). Also, these

reactivity studies provided an understanding of the

dynamic response and range of core variables fol-

lowing large reactivity insertions.

The initial release version of CHAP will be

capable of performing certain transients with a

limited number of reactor component models. The

final version of CHAP will simulate not only the

cases noted here but also other anticipated trans-

ients and postulated accidents to be identified in

the future through separata accident delineation

studies.

B. Structure

The structure of CHAP was formulated, in large

part, from the structure of the LASL-developed

simulation program TAF (Transient and Frequency).

The TAF code is similar in nature to digital simu-

lation codes such as DAS, MIDAS, MIMIC, DSL/90, and

others which are in wide use. The TAF code per-

forms three classes of digital solutions — steady

state, frequency response, and time response. The

only information required to obtain these solutions

are the mathematical model equations of the system

in question and defined Inputs. The CHAP code is a

modified version of TAF containing only the steady-

s<-ate f.nd time response digital solution techniques.

Additionally, the only model equations which are in-

corporated in CHAP represent HTGR plant components.

CHAP also contain* newly developed solution tech-

niques and output refinements. It should be men-

tioned that neither CHAP nor TAF is a new simulation

language such as MIMIC, for example.



Figure 2 is a block diagram of t.:e structure of

the CHAP program. The current version requires only

43 000 deciroil storage locations. Basically the

CHAP main program performs input/output functions

and executes Che steady-state solution and/or trans-

ient response solution options which are user speci-

fied. CHAP is coded in standard FORTRAN-IV and fol-

lows closely ths guidelines in coding established
Q

for exportable codes. CHAP uses a free format in-
9

put package identified as SYMPKG which was written

at the LASL to be used primarily with codes that

solve engineering problems. SYMPKG is a set of sub-

routines, written mainly in FORTRAN-IV, for use on

the IBH-7094 and CDC 6000 and 7000 series computers.

SYKPKG contains one assembly language subroutine

called SYMBST, which consists of eight statements.

This assembly language subroutine is the only de-

parture from FORTRAN-IV in the CHAP program. How-

ever, it has been successfully converted for use on

the IBM-7000 series, IBM-300 series, CDC 6000 and

7000 series, and Univac computers. The SYMPKG
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routine is in common use by such comparies as West-

inghouse, Babcock and WIlcox, Aerojet, and Stone

and Webster as well as many universities and re-

search laboratories.

The bulk of the CHAP code contains subroutines

required to perform transient and steady-stite so-

lutions. Emphasis has been placed on the development

of efficient numerical techniques for cudel setups,

steady-state solutions, and transient solutions.

For example, we have developed a semi-implicit pre-

dictor-corrector numerical integration technique

which is appropriate for integration of the bulk of

the model equations used in the CHAP code. The

method is based on the integrating factor solution

of first-order ordinary differential equations

(DDEs) and is inherently stable for any time-step

size. Local error is controlled during a transient

solution by varying the solution integration step

size. The method is described in Appendix A.

The steady-state and time responses performed

in CHAP are based on the solution of one group of

nonlinear simultaneous first-order ODEs. These

system equations are defined in a subroutine named

DER which is written in FORTRAN-IV. Subroutine DER

ii. developed as a driver subroutine, but on a modular

concept such thac a component or subsystem model is

incorporated into the code as a separate subroutine

called by DER. Given the appropriate inputs and

coupling relationships between components, the com-

plexity of the equations in each module is arbitrary.

This allows the user to compare the static and dy-

namic behavior of component models of greater or

lesser mathematical complexity as they are developed.

The modular approach permits easy updating of the

composite model (subroutine DER) as more refined or

better validated component models become available.

Many additional coding advantages are also gained

through the modular approach.

C. Model Development

For CHAP, then, there are two levels of modeling

effort in the overall code development. The first

level is the subsystem or component level, and the

second is the composite system or plant level. The

major physical components that constitute an HTGR

plant are identified from an overall plant layout.

The system is perused and reduced to a model sche-

matic, such as Fig. 3, representative of the minimum

Fig. 2. Block diagram for CHAP.
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number of components required to predict plant be-

havior and safety-related parameters. Table I out-

lines the major components required to model the

generic HTGR plant based on GA descriptions (Ref. 4).

This table presents the status of the HTGR simula-

tion effort at the LASL as of June 1975. Most of

the components which constitute the helium primary

coolant loop have been modeled mathematically. Sec-

tion III of this report presents the model equations

of these components. Several component models are

currently in the CHAP code (but not as separate mod-

ules) and a few have been substantially validated by

comparisc with more complex models for both static

and dynamic performance. The last column in Table I

identifies the component models we hope to include

in the initial release version of CHAP. The initial

CHAP code will enable the user to perform system

transients with specified secondary coolant loop

flow conditions. This version will be able to treat

turbine trip transients with circulator coast-down.

The process by which the physical system is de-

scribed by a system of mathematical equations is

called modeling and the system of equations is

called the mathematical model of the system. In

CHAP we use the state-variable approach to modeling.

Each component to be modeled is considered as a sub-

system with specified inputs and outputs. A set of

nonlinear sinultaneous first-order ODEs are developed

to describe the physical states of the component in

order to describe accurately the output character-

istics of the component with respect to the given

inputs. The equations can be described by

dT yi • f (yi
(2.1)

where y. is the set of n integration or state vari-

ables and x. is the set of m inputs defined as a

function of time. The code is intended for initial

value problems only.

We hav« chosen to mathematically represent

component state-variable models in terms of real

physical variables. The equations contain physical

descriptions of the thermal, fluid flow, neutronic,

control, and safety-significant processes of each

component. They are based on physical laws and

component design and attempt to represent accurately

both the static and dynamic characteristics of the

component.

D. Model Validation

The degree to which the behavior of the model

represents that of the actual system depends on the

validity of the defining equations and various sim-

plifying assumptions made in arriving at the node*.

These *ssunptions are based on *) evaluation of the

basic operation of the system components and hou

each component will influence the overall plant



TABLE I

MAJOR HTGR PLANT SIMULATION COMPONENTS AND STATUS

Now in Initial Version

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

Reactor Core

Top and Bottom Reflector

Side Reflector

Support Block

Support Post

Lower Plenum

Upper Plenum

Control Rod Guide Tubes

Cross Ducts

Main Steam Generator

Reheater

Primary Coolant Turbine Circulator

Core Auxiliary CoolinR System (CACS)

a. Core Auxiliary Heat Exchanger (CAHE)
b. Auxiliary Circulator

c. Core Auxiliary Cooling Water Systems (CACWS)

Prestressed Concrete Reactor Vessel (PCRV)

Steam Generator Feed Pumps

Feedwater Heaters

Feedwater Piping, Valves, and Headers

Steam Generator Exit Piping, Valves, and Headers

High Pressure Turbine

Desuperheater

Flash Tank

Reheater Inlet Piping, Valves, and Headers

Reheater Exit Piping, Valves, and Headers

Low a->d Intermediate Pressure Turbines

Auxiliary Boiler

Condenser

Deaerator

System Controls

Control Rods

Primary Containment

Prespure Relief Valves

Modelled

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

Validated

X

X

X

X

X

X

CHAP

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

of CHAP

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

performance. Such 'terns as the degree of coupling

between dynamic modes ind the frequency range of

interest must be considered in arriving at these as-

sumptions. Model validation of each conponent is

important in order to demonstrate the correctness of

the equations and assumptions.

If the component description results in a model

which does not closely represent the physical behav-

ior, the moi'.el is essentially of little value.

However, undue complexity in model formulation must

be avoided because computer running times and conse-

quently analysis cost, increase rapidly with the de-

gree of complexity. The "best estimate" model, for

the purposes of CHAP, is one that provides, with

minimum mathematical complexity, all the Informition

necessary to accurately satisfy the analysis for

which the component model was intended. In the de-

velopment of each component model, we attempt to



minimize the number of state-variables necessary to

describe the compone.it.

Ultimately, w.filcation of a reactor plant

transient model requires comparison of the model re-

sults with plant transient data. Without this data,

reasonable verification can still be obtained using

two types of model comparisons. First, as an exam-

ple, results from a simple state-variable model for

a component may be compared with results from a more

detailed. Independently developed, complex solution

to the basic partial differential conservation equa-

tions describing the component. He have performed

this kind of comparison by checking the average fuel

and moderator temperature descriptions used in the

CHAP core model with two-dimensional finite-element

solutions of the heat conduction equations as will

be described later in this report.

In a second kind of comparison, one possible

state-variable model can be compared with another

state-variable model, perhaps with a larger number

of state-variables. During development of CHAP, we

are comparing different state variable representa-

tions of certair. components so that we can determine

the simplest model which adequately represents the

component response.

The dynamic response of a model can be examined

in the time (t) or the frequency (u) domain. In the

time domain a specific disturbance is selected, e.g.,

loss-of-feedwater flow, and the ordinary differential

equations are numerically solved. To find the ef-

fects of other transient disturbances the equations

must be solved again. The frequency domain can offer

a significant advantage in representing component

dynamics for model verification because a wide range

of responses can be examined with a single computer

calculation. For this reason, we have used the TAF

code for model validation analyses in the time and

frequency domains. The basic approach in using TAF

is to conpare the same output variable response to a

given input response for several models of a compo-

nent which have varying complexity. For example, a

complex component model might include many spatial

nodes for flow and thermal calculations, detailed

descriptions of nomentum, energy, and mass dynamic

storage effects, sophisticated equatlon-of-state

models,, etc. A simplified model of the same component

would contain fewer state-variables by reducing fine

number of spatial nodes, neglecting certain dynamic

storage effects, and using simple approximations for

the equation-of-state models. Of course it might be

possible to have many models of the same compui>cnt

which lie between th? two versions. In general we

are concerned that all component outputs affecting

overall plant response be examined with respect to

all plant inputs to that component. Whether or not

time domain or frequency domain model comparisons are

made, the model selected for CHAP is based on the

minimum number of state-variables and mathematical

complexity which adequately represent the dynamic

response obtained from the most complex model. De-

tails of frequency domain transfer function analyses

are presented in Appendix B.

When determining the minimum complexity for a

component model by comparing the frequency domain

transfer function responses of different, versions of

the model the following approach is used.

Transfer functions for a model can be obtained

for all possible combinations of model outputs with

respect to any perturbed input. 'Die physically mean-

ingful selections however are based on Inputs required

by the component model and outputs required by other

component models.

A frequency response study is then performed for

each transfer function at a specific operating level,

e.g., 100% power level, for the most detailed and

complex model available. From this set of responses

the dynamic frequency range of interest can be estab-

lished. For example, when the input to a component

is a sine wave JA sin(ut)| with an amplitude A and a

periodic frequency of oscillation u, the output pro-

duced will also be a sine wave with the same frequency

of oscillation. In general the amplitude of the out-

put will be different and the response may be shifted

in time.

At some input frequency of oscillation, say u> ,

the frequency response study of a transfer function

will show that the output sine wave amplitude is

attenuated by two to three orders of magnitude and

remains below this amplitude for all u>u . We then

establish that the frequency ranpa of interest for

this particular response is 0 < in < u .

He say that two-component models are dynamically

similar if the output sine wave amplitudes ami phase

shifts agree within acceptable error bounds over the

frequency range of interest for esich of the specified

component transfer functions. By making the same



frequency response comparisons at other steady-

state operating levels, the nonlinear characteris-

tics of the model can be determined. Consideration

of the total operating range identifies the rignif-

lcance of nonlinear effects for a component model.

If the frequency response of a specific component

output with respect to a given input varies signif-

icantly at different operating levels, nonlinear

characteristics are inportant. In these cases se-

lected time response studies Mist also be made to

ascertain that two different models of a component

are dynamically siailar. Final verification of the

models comes when the transient and frequency re-

sponse characteristics of a component model are

compared with actual teat data for that component.

To this point we have discussed the validation

of only one component model. Frequency domain

transfer function techniques are applied to linear-

ized model equations. The principal of superposi-

tion, therefore, can be utlized in order to discuss

the validity of Che dynamic response of composite

models when the individually validated component

Models are coupled. If it has been determined that

two separate components have mildly nonlinear char-

acteristics, it is reasonable to assume that the

coupling of these two components will produce a

composite transfer function of an output of the

second component with respect to an input to the

first component nearly equivalent to the product of

the two appropriate transfer functions. The key

of course is the degree of nor.linearity. If the

effects of component nonlinearltles have been eval-

uated and included in each model, and if all models

are dynamically valid within the same frequency

bandwidth, we conclude that the coupled models will

also be valid within that bandwidth.

III. COMPONENT MODELING

In this section we describe the separate com-

ponent models which have been developed for CHAP.

In so doing we will describe the details of the de-

fining equations, the simplifying assumptions, the

component variables which should be accurately

simulated, any analytical results obtained, and

model validation to this point. Table I in Sec. II

outlines the present modeling status and identifies

the components to be Included. We have nearly com-

pleted the initial modeling of the HTGR primary

coolant loop containing the reactor core, the top,

bottom, and aide reflectors, the lower plenum and

FCRV liners, the core support blocks and support

posts, the steam generator ar.d reheater, the main

helium turbine-circulator, and the CACS system. No

models have been developed for other balance-of-

plant (secondary coolant loop) components at this

time.

A. The Reactor Core

1. Description

The active core of a large HTGR has the approx-

imate shape of a right-circular cylinder. It is

surrounded by top, bottom, and side graphite reflec-

tor material. The core assembly consists of verti-

cal columns of hexagonal fuel elements arranged on

a uniform triangular pitch. The fuel columns are

grouped into refueling regions consisting of a cen-

tral control column surrounded by six or less stand-

ard fuel element columns. A number of key dimen-

sions for a 3 000 MW(t) reactor are summarized in

Table II. The 3 000 MW(t) reactor consists of 61

refueling regions containing 7 columns of fuel ele-

ments, 12 refueling regions containing 4 columns,

and 18 single columns at the outer edge of the core.

A seven-column refueling region rests on a sin-

gle, large, graphite core support block having the

same outline as the seven columns. The vertical

TABLE II

MAJOR CORE DIMENSIONS OF 3 000 MU(t) REACTOR

Thermal power, MW(t)

Effective core diameter, m

Active core height, n

Number of fuel elements

Number of fuel columns

Standard
Control

Reflector thickness, m

Top
Bottom
Side (mean)

Core support block height, m

Number of flew regions

Full 7 column
Partial 4 column
Single fixed-orifice columns

Total

Number of control rod drives

Number of control rods

3 000

8.47

6.34

3 944

420
73

1.19
1.19
1.37

0.88

561
12
18

691

73

146



columns of a refueling region include fuel, control,

and reflector elements as shown in Fig. 4. A typical

fuel or control column consists of iwo bottom reflec-

tor elements, eight fuel elements, two top reflector

elements, and a metal top plenum element. Elements

in the central control column are axially displaced

downward. Two parallel channels are provided In the

central column for a refueling region control rod

pair. A third channel is provided in the central

column for inserting reserve shutdown neutron

•:• iw cm cwitf urn

«. &•%.

-Sr

absorber material. A metal plenum chamber is placed

above a seven-column region housing a flow control

orifice valve assembly for region helium outlet

temperature control.

Individual fuel elements are hexagonal right

prisms 0.793-m-high. A standard fuel element Is

shown In Fig. S and a central control rod fuel ele-

ment is shown in Fig. 6. Fuel rods and coolant

channels are distributed on a triangular array wii.h

an ideal ratio ol two fuel rods for each coolant

channel. Table3 III and IV give the mfijcr fuel ele-

ment parameters for a standard and a control fuel

block, respectively.

Removable reflector elements on the top, bot-

tom, and sides of the active core have the same ex-

ternal cross-sectional dimensions as a fuel element.

Some of the reflector elements are half-length to

account for the central column offset. Top reflec-

tor elements have the same coolant hole pattern as

the standard and control fuel elements. Removable

side reflector elements have no internal coolant

holes. Bottom reflector elements have varied cool-

ant hole patterns for collecting helium flow before

entering the region support block (see Fig. 4).

The HTGR fuel consists of BISO- and TRISO-

coated particles within an organic binder and

1417

Fig. 4. Seven-column refueling region (Ref. 4).

ML UMIHIONS IN INCHCS

Fig. 5. Standard fuel element (Ref. 4).



RESERVE 3HUT90W."
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O.82S0MU3)

C09UWTHCLE
0.717 DM(IO)

Fig. 6. Control fuel element (Ref. 4).

TABLE III

STANDARD FUEL ELEMENT PARAMETERS

Length of fuel element, in

Distance across the flats, m

Number of fuel holes

Number of coolant holes

Larger 0.021-m holes
Smaller 0.018-m holes

Total number of equivalent larger holes

Number of burnable poison holes

Hole diameters, m

Fuel hole
Larger coolant hole
Smaller coolant hole
Burnable poison hole

Pitches

Coolant - coolant
Coolant - fuel
Fuel - fuel

Web thicknessesh ui

Coolant - coolant
Coolant - fuel
Fuel - fuel

Rod diameters, m

Fuel rod
Burnable poison rods

Fuel rod length, m

0.793

0.3C0

132

66

6

70.09

6

0.0158
0.0210
0.0182
0.0127

0.0398
0.0230
0.0230

0.0188
0.0045
0.0071

0.0156
0.0126

0.0630

TABLE Til (cont)

Fuel stack height, n

Standard stack (12 rods)
Under dowel (11 rods)

Mass of an average element, kg

Graphite fuel element
Fuel rods
Burnable poison

Total assembly

TABLE IV

CONTROL FUEL ELEMENT PARAMETERS

Length of fuel element, m

Distance across the iJ.ats, m

Number of fuel holes

Number of coolant holes

Larger 0.021-m holes
Smaller 0.018-m holes

Total number of equivalent larger holes

Hole diameters, m

Fuel hole
Larger coolant hole
Smaller coolant hole
Control rod hole
Reserve shutdown channel

Pitches, m

Coolant - coolanc
Coolant - fuel
Fuel - fuel

Web thickness, m

Coolant - coolant
Coolant - fuel
Fuel - fuel

Fuel rod diameter, m

Fuel rod length, m

Fuel stack height, m

Seven top fuel elements
Standard stack (12 rods)
Under dowel (11 rods)

Bottommost fuel element

Standard stack (9 rods)
Under dowel (8 rods)

Mass of average element, kg

Top seven fuel element!)

Graphite fuel element
Fuel rods

Total assembly

Bottommost fuel element

Graphite fuel element
Fuel rods

Total assembly

0.756
0.693

83.5
34.9
0.9

119.3

0.743

0.360

80

33

10
39.81

0.0158
0.0210
0.0182
0.1016
0.0889

0.0398
0.0230
0.0230

0.0188
0.0045
0.0071

0.0156

0.0630

0.756
0.693

0.567
0.504

81.2
20.9

102.1

89.4
13.6

103.0



graphite filler matrix. This fuel matrix is carbon-

ized and heat treated to produce a carbonaceously

bonded fuel rod compact. Twelve fuel compacts are

required to fill each fuel channel in a fuel ele-

ment. In thi> vicinity of fuel element alignment

dowel pins (see Fig. 5) only eleven fuel compacts

are inserted. A twelve-compact fuel rod is shorter

than the fuel element height and the fuel rod hole

is capped both top ar.d bottom with graphite.

2. The Kiiactor Core Model

The reactor core heat transfer and fluid flow

model uses a typical unit cell based on a single

average coolant channel in the core. Figure 7 shows

a typical coolant hole-fuel hole pattern in a fuel

element. The traingular symmetry element is shown

in Fig. 3. An adiabatic boundary condition is as-

sumed on all sides of the symmetry triangle. Radial

film heat transfer to the helium coolant is consid-

ered along the coolant-moderator boundary.

The basic conservation of energy equation for

solid material in the unit cell is

3t

where p

H

*

k

and

(k 7 + q" (3.1)

is density,

is the material enthalpy,

is the local material temperature,

is therral conductivity,

is the volumetric heat generation rate,

t is the independent variable of time.

The local temperature <t> is generally a nonlinear

Srophlt*
modtraler

FlMl

Coolant hoi*

Trlanaulor unit ctll
«n*d for M l
A l k0:0

Adiobolic

HTCR Cora Symmetry Ettmtnl

Fie. 8. HTGR core symmetry element,

function of enthalpy given by

* - <t>'(H).
(3.2)

Equation (3.1) is replaced by equivalent lumped

node difference equations uhioh represent average

moderator and average fuel temperatures in the unit

cell. The result is two nonlinear ordinary differ-

ential equations for each axial node in the core

model. For the moderator:

at (pVH)m - «**>„ <•-.-••> <w
rad (3.3)

where (pVH) is the product of moderator density,
volume, and enthalpy,

(KAX) is the equivalent conductance from
the moderator node to the coolant
hole surface,

6 is the average coolant hole surface
temperature,

<t> is the average moderator temperature,

(KAX). is the equivalent conductance from
the moderator node to the fusl node,

$- is the average fuel temperature,

a is the moderator prompt spatial power
fraction,

$ is the moderator decay spatial power
fraction,

Q p ia the core average prompt power,

Q_ is the core average decay power,
Fig. 7. Fuel and coolant hole configuration.
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. is a quantity which includes radial
"rad heat conduction terms to adjacent re-

gions and side reflector, and

"la is a quantity which Includes axial
heat conduction terns to upper and
lower axial moderator or reflector
nodes.

For the fuel:

^ (PVH)f - (KAX)fn o.fQp (3.4)

where (pVH)f is the product of fuel density, vol-
ume, and enthalpy,

a. is the fuel prompt spatial power
fraction, and

6. is the fuel decay spatial power
fraction.

Equation (3.3) includes all radial and axial

heat conduction terms to surrounding material because

it is reasoned that the graphite moderator is the

principal path for heat conduction from the fuel to

the coolant and surrounding mass. For the top and

bottom removable reflector elements the unit cell

energy balance is represented by Eq. (3.3) removing

the fuel heat transfer and modifying the conductanc-

es and power fractions. A typical replaceable fuel

region is represented by eight axial fuel nodes, one

top reflector node, one bottom reflector node, and

one core support node.

The thermal capacitance of the coolant is small

compared to the thermal capacitances of the moder-

ator and fuel material and therefore the thermal

inertia of the coolant is neglected during transient

analyses. The coolant energy balance across an

axial node is given by

W cp(T0 - V (3.5)

where W

c

and

Is the channel flow rate,

Is the helium coolant specific heat,

is the helium node exit temperature,

is the helium node inlet temperature,

Is the local heat transfer coefficient,

is the nodal wall heat transfer area,

is the average helium node temperature -

The average coolant nodal temperature is related to

the average moderator temperature by the surface

heat flux boundary condition which eliminates the

coolant hole surface temperature

(3.6)

The centerllne fuel temperature is algebraically

computed fro* the nodal fuel temperature and the

nodal moderator temperature by

*fc " V / 0 M t )fc

where (KAX). is the conductance from the fuel node

to the fuel-rod centerline.

Heat transfer across the small gap between the

fuel rod and fuel-rod hole is accounted for in the

model both by conduction and radiation and the gap

conductance is defined as

(KAX)g - (3.8)
g '*g '

where k ^ is helium thermal conductivity,

Ag is the helium gap width,

a is the Stephan-Boltzman radiation constant,

- m 1

c, is the fuel-rod surface emissivity,

em is the fuel-rod hole smissivity,

f is the average absolute temperature off
B 1

helium in the gap - j
4> l t

* f m i s the fuel -rod surface temperature, and

A i s the mean heat transfer area i n the gap.

The fuel -rod and fue l -rod-hole surface temperatures

are a l g e b r a i c a l l y computed from the fol lowing equa-

t i o n s . For the fuel -rod surface:

(KAX) fm

where (KAX), is the conductance from the fuel node

to the fuel-rod surface. For the fucl-rod-hole

surface:

" •.>'«**>•, (3.10)
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where (KAX)Bg is the conductance from the moderator

node to the fuel-rod-hole surface.

All conductances in the model are factored into

two conponents. One component depends purely upon

geometry and has the general form (A/Ax) where A

represents an average heat transfer area and Ax rep-

resents the average distance between nodes. This

factor is referred to as the shape factor. The sec-

ond component 1B called the composite conductivity

and depends on the heat transport node and average

temperature between temperature nodes of interest.

We have developed a finite element heat transfer

code called TPROF11 for an HTGR unit cell. This code

provides a detailed two-dimensional temperature map

for the cell solving the nonlinear Laplace heat e-

quation with temperature-and direction-dependent

thermal conductivities, variable heat transfer coef-

ficients, aud specified internal fuel and moderator

heat generation rates. From a TPROF solution we

obtain the surface average coolant hole temperature,

the surface average fuel-rod-hole and fuel-rod tem-

perature, the fuel-centerline temperature and the

volume average moderator and fuel temperatures. From

these temperatures all shape factors for the conduct-

ance expressions are computed for the more simple

CHAP ur.it cell model.

The shape factor in the helium gap around the

fuel rod varies with temperature due to thermal ex-

pansion of the fuel and moderator and during the life

of the reactor due to irradiation induced dimensional

changes. We have included this effect by modifying

the composite conductivity of helium in the gap to

account for thermal expansion. We assume that the

fuel and the moderator surfaces remain at the average

gap helium temperature in this approach. This as-

sumption is justified because the model is correct

at full power where the gap temperature difference

is the greatest due to high helium coolant flow

rates. In the gap thermal model the fuel rod is

assumed to be concentric with the hole because this

gives rise to the largest fuel-centerline tempera-

ture.

Correlations for the heat transfer coefficient

in a coolant channel are being compared throughout

the program. At present the following correlation

for turbulent flow in the active core is

where k. is the thermal conductivity of the coolant

evaluated at T ,

D is the coolant hole diameter,

Re is the Reynold number of the coolant, and

Fr is the Prandtl number of the coolant.

This correlation has been compared with other corre-

lations using TPROF. It is used because it closely
12

matches the Taylor correlation recommended for

HTGRs by the LASL, but is a simpler expression to

compute, and it is used by GA in the POKE flow

analysis code.

Coolant channel pressure losses are computed

algebraically from a steady-state momentum balance

between the upper plenum and lower plenum. The

pressure drop between the plena occurs as a result

of orificing due to the flow control valve at the

inlet, coolant channel entrance and exit effects,

friction along the channel, and acceleration of the

coolant due to local heating. The plenum-to-plenum

core pressure drop is computed by

K. K
_i + -°
Pj

(3.12)

h - 0.02 i (Re)(

12

••• (3.11)

where P. and PQ are inlet and exit pressures,

p., p , and p are inlet. exit, and averagei o

coolant densities,

p. is the jth fuel element exit density,

A is the channel cross sectional area,

K0RF' Ki' Ko* a n d K1 a r e o r i f i c e» entrance,

exit, and fuel-element

offset loss coefficients,

n is the total number of fuel element block

interfaces,

f is the channel friction factor,

L is the channel length,

D is the channel hydraulic diameter,

g is the gravitational constant, and

z is the total length of the coolant channel.

The friction factor is determined from the Moody

chart for smooth pipes as a function of Reynolds

number. The chart is reproduced as a bi-linear func-

tion lookup given the channel Reynolds number,



f = f'(Re). (3.13)

The helium density is accurately computed from

the perfect gas law given the initial primary sys-

tem pressure. The algebraic relationship

P • RT
(3.14)

where P is the local helium pressure,

R is a gas constant which is modified to ac-

count for the reactor operating pressure

P,.,

P , oIN> and TIN being the pressure, density

and temperature of the helium

at the helium circulator

entrance at full power, and

T is the local helium temperature.

Heat generation rates within fuel regions are

determined from the axial and radial power distri-

butions. Radial peaking factors in fuel regions are

ratios of the average power densities in those re-

gions to the average core power density. Axial power

shape is optimized in design to produce an axially

flattened fuel-centerline temperature along the core.

The heat generation rate in the eight axial fuel

nodes in the CHAP core model is a product of average

core power tines the fraction of heat generation at

that axial and radial location. The total internal

heat generation is the sum of the prompt power and

decay contributions in a given core material. Table

V tabulates the fractions of prompt power and decay

power in the core and reflector materials. A

TABLE V

MODEL POWER FRACTIONS

Rc£ion

Top Reflector

Bottom Reflector

Side Reflector

Cor* Moderator

Core Fuel

Total

Prompt Power
Fraction

0.004796

0.004796

0.009592

0.060255

0.792561

0.872000

Decay Power
Fraction

0.000704

0.000704

0.001408

0.037555

0.087629

0.128000

discussion of the prompt and decay power models is

presented later in this report.

3. Model Assumptions

In the core model we assume that average temp-'

eratures can be accurately computed dynamically with

an average moderator and average fuel temperature

node. The following assumptions were made:

1. Coolant thermal inertia effects can be

neglected.

2. Coolant channel helium mass storage effects

can be neglected.

3. Average core power from the point kinetics

model is adequate.

4. Heat transfer axially and radially is only

through the moderator materials.

5. The total coolant heat transfer area divided

by the total number of fuel rods determines

the average coolant heat transfer area

associated with a unit cell.

6. The moderator geometry in the unit cell is

determined from the basic pitch betveen

the fuel rod and coolant channel centerline

which is fixed in the HTGR design regardless

of the coolant channel diameter. There is

actually more moderator material in a fuel

region than is associated with one fual rod

in the unit cell approach. We feel the

basic unit cell gives the best estimate of

the static temperature distribution around

the average fuel element. To account for

the additional moderator mass we have modi-

fied the density of the moderator to give

the correct heat storage effect during tran-

sients.

4. Analytical Results and Model Validation

We have performed a number of transient studies

using a unit cell model which represents an average

refueling region in the beginning-of-life cor*. The

transient studies included step reactivity insertion

studies and loss-of-forced cooling. The reactivity

insertion studies compare the cor* thermal response

using isothermal temperature reactivity coefficients

and separate fuel and moderator coefficients. The

parametric studies were perfotauii wing the tempera-

ture coefficients of reactivity reported in Kef. 14

and reproduced In Figs. 9, 10, and M .

13



•000 2000

TtmptcotuM ( K )

3000

Fig. 9. Isothermal temperature coefficient for the
finite-reactor model with axial buckling
(Ref. 14).

These studies provide a check on the steady-

state accuracy of the core simulation model at arbi-

trary open-loop reactivity insertion levels after

transient equilibrium Is achieved. Calcuocional

transients were obtained whereby the actwacy, sta-

bility, and efficiency of several numerical integra-

tion techniques were evaluated. The studies pro-

vide an understanding of the dynamic response and

range of core variables to large reactivity inser-

tions and they indicate the dynamic differences In

various reactivity feedback formulations.

1000 2000

Fvtl Tumpwttun (K)
3000

Fig. 10. Fuel tmperature coefficient for initial
unpolsoncd Fulton Generation Station core
(Rtf. 14).

1000 2000 3003

MMtiotor Tcmptiatiirt (K)

Fig. 11. Moderator temperature coefficient for the
initial unpoisoned Fulton Generation Sta-
tion core (Ref. 14).

To check the steady-state accuracy of the

model, various magnitude reactivity steps were in-

put and the model equations were numerically inte-

grated until equilibrium was obtained. For these

studies the core inlet plenum helium temperature,

pressure, and flow rate were held contant. The re-

sultant equilibrium power was then input to the

TPROF code to obtain a check on temperatures through-

out the simpler CHAP model. Table VI presents a

comparison of s^/eral key temperatures obtained

from TPROF and CHAP with reactivity steps from

3 000 MW(t) to +0.20 and +1.0$ step.

In these studits we used the Isothermal react-

tivlty coefficients. The more realistic reactivity

transients result, of course, from the separate

fuel/moderator description of reactivity feedback.

The faster prompt feedback effect (compared to the

isothermal reactivity description) arising from

utilization of the fuel reactivity coefficient re-

duces the peak power by 22? for • +1.0S step

insertion. Figures 12 and 13 show the response of

cor* thavsal power in each case to the +1.0 dollar

insertion. Figures 14 and IS show the maximum) fuel

rod temperature and the average cor* temperature vs

time for a 1$ step. The maximum temperatures

in both cases are lower than those obtained from the

Isothermal description because the peak power is



TABLE VI

COMPARISON OF KEY TEMPERATURES AT SEVERAL STEADY-STATE POWER LEVELS

3 OOP HH(t) b. 3 166 MW(t)

Temperature CHAP TPROF CHAP TPROF

3 864.A MW(t)

CHAP TPROF

Average Moderator Temperature in axial
core section, (K)

Average Fuel Temperature in 4th axial
core secton, (K)

Maxima Fuel Centerline Temperature, (K)

Coolant Core Exit Temperature (K)

1 044 1 044 1 068 1 068 1 171 1 171

1

1

1

264

299
022

1

1

1

267
302
022

1

1

1

295

333
045

1
1

1

300

337
045

1

1

1

427

472

144

1
1
1

438

483

144

aReactlvity step - 0.0$.

bReactivity step - 0.20$.

cReactivity step - 1.00$

lower. At 3 000 Mtf(t) the core exhibits a 1.45 K

temperature rise for each 0.01$ of reactivity

The second set of core studies is concerned

with an assumed loss-of-forced cooling vith failure

to scran from 3 000 MH(t). In this situation neu-

tronlc power is reduced as the uncooled core heats

up because of the negative feedback effect of the

temperature coefficients (fuel/moderator). After

the neutronlc power becomes negligible, temperatures

continue to Increase slowly because of residual de-

cay heat and the absence of forced cooling. The

40000)

K> 20
Elopwd Timt ( f )

30

Fig. 12. Thermal power response to a 1$
step with isothermal reactivity feedback
coefficient.

core was treated adlabatically with no heat loss to

the surroundings and the helium. Axial heat conduc-

tion is included between axial nodes in the model.

Later we intend to perform loss-of-forced cooling

studies with natural convection added to study any

reversed flow effects. We also plan to use several

refueling region coolant channels radially >oupled

to the present average core description.

Figure 16 shows the core thermal power re-

sponse to the loss-of-core flow for 300 s. The

shutdown mechanism is the negative temperature

3000C

2 4 •

EtopMd Timt (t)

Fig. 13. Thermal power response to a 1$
step with separate fuel/moderator
coefficients.

to
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1600 300Or

20 40 60

Elapsed Time (s)

Fig. 14. Maximum fuel rod temperature vs elapsed
time for a 1$ step.

feedback effect. Feedback reactivitv is presented

in Fig. 17, and exceeds minus IS (? = 0.0065) at

300 s. The volume-averaged core temperature and

maximum fuel element temperature vs time are present-

ed in Figs. 18 and 19. The rate of temperature rise

for the average core is approximately 0.17 K/s at

300 s and decreases to about 0.08 K/s after 1 h.

After 1 h axial heat conduction assumes importance

as the core seeks a uniform isothermal condition.

Figure 20 is a plot of volume-averaged fuel and vol-

ume-averaged moderator temperaturs vs time for 28 h

after loss-of-forced cooling. This run required

100 200 300

Elapsed Time (»)
Fig. 16. Core thermal power response to HTCR loss-

of—forced cool inn with failure to scram
from 3 000 MK(t)

31 s of CDC 7600 machine time with the- intcRr.ition

technicaue presented in Appendix A.

B. Prompt Power and Decay Power Models

1. Description

For the H'fGR it is seneraliy felt that the

average core power can be adequately described for

most transients usim; a point reactor kinetics Mod-

el. The point kinetics model approach assumes that

the power distribution In the core is separable in

space and time. In mathematical terms

P(r,t) - Pr(r) (3.15)

1300

KMO": 20 It 60

ElopscdTim*. (s)

Fi-. 15. Average core temperature vs elapsed time
for a IS step.

0.000

„ -002-

-004-

-006-

-008
100 200
Elapsed Tim* (•>

300

Fig. 17. Feedback reactivity response to HTCR loss-
of-forced cooling with failure to scram
from 3 000 MW(t).
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1400

100 200 300

E'JpKd Tin* (>)

Fig. 18. Volume-average core temperature response
to HTGR loes-of-forced cooling with fail-
ure to scram from 3 000 MW(t).

whore Pf(r) Is the space-dependent portion of the

power and P ((.) is the time-dependent portion of the

power. The factor P (r) is related to the unit cell

core model through the parameters a and B, a being

the prompt power spatial fraction and S being the de-

cay power spatial fraction. The amplitude of the

corc-averape power is included in the time-dependent

portion of the power expression, P (t).

For the HTGR the total thermal power, P(r,t),

mposed of the prompt power, Q , and the decay

, Qp. The prompt power in a reactor is the

1550

1500-

M 5 0 -

M 0 0 -

1350 -

1300,
100 200
Elopscd Tim* (t)

300

19. Response of maximum fuel temperature to
IITCR loas-of-forcoH cooling with failure
to scram from 3 000 M'rf(t).

2000

1500

1000

1

1 .

r

^ ^

m fuel

i

-

eltmeni lemperoiurc

•O IS 20

tlopitd Time (Hours)

Fig. 20. Fuel and moderator temperatures vs time
for loss-of-forced cooling from 3 000 MW(t).

instantaneous power released due to direct neutron

fissioning of the fuel material. Decay power is

the delayed power released due to radioactive nu-

clide material decay. Radioactive material in the

.tore is created from fission fragments and extrane-

ous material neutron capture processes.

2. The Model Equations

The form of the point reactor kinetics equa-

tions used is

(3.16)

dt (3.17)

where —j- is the total reactivity of the core,

i is the prompt neutron lifetime,

C, is the ith_ group delayed neutron precursor

concentration (usually 6 groups are included

in the model),

it is the ith effective delayed neutron yield

per fission,

A. is the ith delayed neutron precursor decay

constant, and

S is a constant source term.

The total reactivity is discussed in detail in the

next section.

We have developed two decay heat models for

transient analyses. For HTGR's, m e afterheat
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transient profile, when direct fission power ceases,

is presented in the GA report by Sund. From these

data we have derived a model valid from 0 to 1 d and

a model valid from 0 to 1 000 d. Two sets of con-

stants for each case are required; (1) a, - the

fraction of the i decay power group produced by

fissioning per unit time, and (2) b. - the decay con-

stant for the i decay power group in Che model.

The first model contains five gn ips, the other con-

tains ten groups. These data are presented in Ta-

bles VII and VIII. The form of the models is

dt ai QP " bi
(3.18)

where Q is the decay power contribution in the ith
x ~—~

group and NG is the representative number of model

afterheat groups.

The total afterheat power is

NG

i-l

(3.19)

The profile given by Sund has been extrapolated back

to steady state (time=0) to provide data to derive

the constants given here. The results overpredict

the actual decay power for a negligibly short initial

time period.

TABLE VII

PRODUCTION AND DECAY
RATES FOR FIVE-GROUP TRANSIENT AFTERHEAT MODEL

(Val id fo r Time A f t e r Shutdown s. 80 000 s )

Group

1

2

3

4

5

Steady-State Yield
(X of full power)

6.59

2.75

1.60

0.94

0.92

Production Rate
(s-1)

0.05953

5.661 x 10"4

2.240 x 10"5

1.450 x 10~6

4.084 x 10"8

Decay Rate

0.7877

0.01795

1.221 x

1.345 x

3.871 x

10

10

10

-3

,-4

, -6

Total 12.80

TABLE VIII

PRODUCTION AND DECAY
RATES FOR TEN-GROUP TRANSIENT AFTERHEAT MODEL

(Valid For Time After Shutdown < 1 000 d)

Steady-State Yield
Group (% of ful l power)

1 6.5825

2 2.65

3 1.60

4 0.80

5 0.42

6 0.19

7 0.28

8 0.15

9 0.10

10 0.0275

Total 12.80

Production Rate
(s-1)

0.04171
5.938 x 10"
2.527 x 10
1.823 X 10"
1.851 x 10
1.223 X 10"
2.694 x 10

-5

.-7

.-9

4.388 x 10
9.162 x 10
3.057 x 10

,-10
.-11
-12

Decay Rate
1

1.377 x 10
1.987 x 10
3.843 x 10'
5.615 x 10
8.391 x 10"

I"3

,-5

I " 6

2.551 x 10
7.989 x 10"'
9.695 x 10"

.-7
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C. Neutronlc Reactivity Model

The total reactivity In the IIXGR is composed

primarily of the initial core steady-state reactiv-

ity, control rod reactivity, and feedback reactivity

due to temperature eifects. The helium coolant does

not provide reactivity in any appreciable manner and

is neglected. The total reactivity expression is

The feedback reactivity is described in terms

of the fuel and moderator temperature coefficients

of reactivity. The equation for reactivity changes

due to temperature effects is

6k \ /6k \
%\

'mod
(3.21)

(3.20) The reactivity change due to fuel temperature changes

is

where i^) is the initial core static reactivity

which accounts for the operating tem-

perature, initial rod position, and

extraneous neutron sources,

•2£) is the control rod reactivity which ia

a function of rod position in the core

(Fig. 21), and

rod

- p | is the feedback reactivity which is a

function of the average fuel and moder-

ator temperatures at any time with

respect to the initial values of these

temperatures.

Inssriion Fraction {Active Core)

Fig. 21. Control rod reactivity worth vs axial
position (Ref. 14).

(3.22)

where * is the volume-averaged fuel temperature

at the initial core power level,

*j is the volume-averaged fuel temperature

at any time, and

is the fupl temperature coefficient of

reactivity determined as a function of

fuel temperature, ;,, from transport theory

calculations (Kig. 10).

The reactivity change due to moderator temperature

changes is

(3.23)

where * is the volume-averaged moderator temper-
0 at the initial core power level,

*m is volume-averaged moderator temperature

at any time, and

is the moderator temperature coefficient

of reactivity determined as a function

of moderatoi temperature, $ . (See Fig.

11).

The integrals in Eqs. (3.22) and (3.23) are only a

function of the temperatures iL and 4 if 6, and
r m f_ o

* are assumed to be zero. These integral expres-
o

sions in CHAP have been replaced with single-valued
table lookups as a function nf temperature such that



(C W •

(3.24)

(3.25)

The initial core reactivity due to temperature effects

is evaluated from Eqs. (3.24) and (3.25) at <L and

15. Core Side Reflector

1. Description

Surrounding the core are vertical columns of

replaceable hexagonal reflector elements. These

columns are supported within the prestressed con-

crete reactor vessrjl (PCRV) by three structures:

the core support structure, the permanent side re-

flector and boronated shield, and the core lateral

restraint structure.

The permanent side reflector and boronated

shiel.i surround the replaceable reflector columns on

the core periphery. The permanent side reflector is

composed of graphite blocks shaped to make the trans-

ition from hexagonal reflector elements to a circular

shape concentric with the PCRV. The boronated shield

is a steel clad boronated graphite assembly surround-

ing the permanent side reflector. It shields the

PCRV and its liner frora the thermal neutron flux.

The core lateral restraint structure is a bar-

rel shaped assembly constructed of steel plates that

surround and support the boronated shield. The PCRV

liner thermal barrier surrounds the lateral restraint

structure and is attached to the steel PCRV liner.

Directly behind the PCRV liner are a series of rec-

tangular water cooling tubes to limit Che maximum

temperature in the PCRV concrete. Bypass coolant

flows between these concentric assemblies and exits

to the lower plenum. A peripheral graphite seal is

placed around the bottom of the side, reflector re-

gion to limit the bypass coolant in the side reflec-

tor region forcing most of the coolant into active

core channels.

2. The Side Reflector Model

It is important to account for the thermal cap-

acity of the various concentric assemblies in the

outer core region. The CHAP model is divided into

three axial segments describing radial heat transfer

fron- the core to the PCRV concrete. Axial heat

conduction is also included. Heat addition to the

bypass coolant is described axially. The removable

and permanent side reflector material has been com-

bined tc yield an average side reflector temperature

in each of the three axial regions. 1'ho heat balance

equation assumes that the inner radius reflector

temperature is determined frora the average core

moderator temperature of the fuel elements over the

respective length of interest. The upper segment

of the side reflector extends from the top of the

top reflector to the bottom of the second fuel ele-

ment. The middle segment extends over the lengtli of

the next four fuel elements. The lower segment in-

cludes the bottom two fuel elements, the bottom re-

flector elements, and the core support block lengths.

Figure 22 illustrates a typical sxial segment

in the side reflector model. Heat transfer from the

core assumes that core, reflector, and support block

graphite temperatures are volume averaged along the

lengths of interest

V j : i-1,2,3 (3.26)

where n^ is the number of core blocks for which

graphite temperatures are computed along

the ith axial side reflector segment.

V, is the graphite volume in the jth_ core axial

element and •+• is the graphite temperature

in the jtti core axial element.

Permanent and removoDle
tldt reflector

Boronated shield

Cere barrel

Axial
region I

PCRV

- Thermal insutofion

-Cover plate

Fig . 2 2 . Side r e f l e c t o r model geometry.



The heat balance equation for side reflector

materials in each of the three side reflector seg-

ments is

IF (OVH)SR sR (*c - * S R )

(

3R ASRO (*BS " *SR)

hSRO ASRO (TBC1

6SR QD

aSR

(3.27)

B g R is the side reflector decay power

fraction.

The boronated shield energy equation is

d_
dt Hi -

+

+

+

hBSI

hBSO

° < S R

0 "BS

*BSO

. ABSI

'Sso

(TBC1

(TBC2

(iA

ysR
/ 4

- • B S )

- • B S )

-4)
- 4) *

where ZDV H L is the product of the side reflector

density, volume, and enthalpy,

[KAxl is the equivalent conductance between

the core graphite and the side reflec-

tor,

iSR is the average axial segment side re-

flector temperature which is a function

of the side reflector enthalpy

*SR = *SR (HSR) '

nSRD i s t h e o v e r a 1 1 surface heat transfer

coefficient of the bypass coolant in

thi annular region between the perma-

nent side reflector and the boronated

shield,

A Q is the permanent reflector/coolant

heat transfer area in the annulus,

T B C 1 is the average coolant nodal tempera-

ture in the annulus,

£„_ is the composite emissivity between
OK

the permanent side reflector and the

boronated shield,

'SR

'SR

and e are the surface emissitities of the

permanent side reflector and boranated

shield materials,

*BS is the average boronated shield tern-

*BS ("BB)

"SR

perature

is the side reflector prompt power

fraction, and

where

(3.28)

/CH\ R_ is the product of the boronaced shield

A

hDC!T

h E g 0

A_
s 0

ERC,

T _

a

density, volume, and enthalpy,

is the boronated shield heat transfer

area in the annulus between the perma-

nent reflector and the boronated shield,

is the overall heat transfer coefficient

between bypass coolant and boronated

shield in the region between the boron-

ated shield and side reflector,

is the overall heat transfer coefficient

between bypass coolant and boronated

shield in the region between the boron-

ated shield and core barrel,

is the boronated shield heat transfer

area in the outer annulus,

is the composite emissivity between Che

boronated shield and core barrel,

'BS
ECB

is the surface emissivity of the core

barrel,

is the average coolant nodal temperature

in the annular region between the bo-

ronated shield and core barrel,

is che average core barrel temperature -

*CB (HCB) '

is the boronated shield prompt power

fraction,
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BBS
Is the boronated shield decay power

fraction.

The core barrel energy equation is

CB "CBI ACBI ('bC?

hCBO ACBO (TBC3

"BS CBI VZS

ACBO K- (3.29)

where (pVH)CB

CBI

ACB1

CBO

CBO

is the product of the core barrel

density, volume, and enthalpy,

is the overall heat transfer coefficient

between bypass coolant and core barrel

in the region between the boronated

shield and core barrel,

is the core barrel heat transfer area

in the inner annulus,

is the overall heat transfer coefficient

between bypass coolant and core barrel

in the region between the core barrel

and the PCRV liner,

is the core barrel heat transfer area

in the outer annulus,

T_ c 3 is the average coolant nodal tempera-

ture in the outer core barrel/liner

annulus,

"„„ is the composite emissivity between

the core barrel and the PCRV liner,

TBC3

(3.30)

where (oVHl is the product of the PCRV liner com-

posite density, volume, and enthalpy,

h,0 is Che overall heat transfer coefficient

between bypass coolant and PCRV liner

in the region between the core barrel

ami liner,

A,. is the liner heat transfer area in this

region and IKAXl. is the composite con-

ductance between the liner temperature

node and a position within the PCRV

where an isothermal temperature of $ C 0 N

is considered to exist.

Each material layer in the side reflector region

is a composite of several materials. Densities, heat

capacities, and conductances of these layers are

determined from well established averaging methods

considering the individual materials and the geometry.

Radiation between layers is included because

with loss-of-forced cooling this is the principal

heat transfer mode between the core and the PCRV

liner. The heat transfer coefficients used in the

bypass coolant regions are presently being computed

using the Dittus-Boelter correlation which is

0.023 (Re)0"8 (3.31)

ec,n is the stainless steel liner surface

emissivity, and

4 is the average PCRV liner temperature

The FCRV liner energy equation is

where D is the equivalent diameter of the bypass

coolant annulus = (D - D.\ and

D and D. are the outer and inner diameters of theo i
coolant annulus.

Heat transfer to the bypass coolant helium is

determined from the static energy relation

" TBCI1)
ho Ao

+ h. i-1,3

(3.32)
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where H is the bypass coolant flow rate in the
1 th

i annular region,

h and h represent overall heat transfer coeffi-

cients on outer and inner material sur-

faces in the annulus.
A and A. are heat transfer areas of the outer and
o 1

inner surfaces,

$ and <t>T are outer and inner average material
o. x. .̂

temperatures In the i region, ana

T__. is the i average coolant temperature -

1 tCSCOi
 + TBCI1V

The overall heat transfer coefficients in these

regions are based on the composite layer conductivi-

ties, the heat transfer coefficients, and the layer

geometry. For the outer and inner surfaces

(3.33)

and

hI "
(3.34)

f5_
2 KT

where AX Q and AXj represent outer and inner layer

thicknesses, and

K and Kj. represent outer and inner layer

composite conductivities, gener-

ally a function of the material

temperature, K Q » K^ U )and

*I " Ki (*l)-
Pressure drops in the side reflector bypass

coolant regions are determined from Eq. (3.12) with

friction factors determined from Eq. (3.13). All

bypass coolant regions mix below the reflector and

coolant exits into the lower plenum through a graph-

ite seal. The loss coefficient of the seal was

determined by assuming that the side reflector flow

rate is that given by GA in the GASSAR and maintain-

ing the calculated core channel plenum-to-plenum

pressure drop from Eq. (3.12).

Thermal conductance between the core and side

reflector was determined using calculated energy

losses from GA data (Ref. 4). We have also perform-

ed studies using the LASL code named AYER. which

provides the thermal conductance as a function of

average core and side reflector temperatures during

loss-of-Corced cooling.

E. Lower Plenum, Support Block, and Support Posts

1. Description

Each refueling region rests on a 1.0-m-thick

graphite support block containing six coolant pass-

ages that collect fuel column flow and in turn are

directed into a single exit refueling region coolant

passage. The exit coolant passage contains a therm-

ocouple assent ly to measure average region exit cool-

ant temperatures. The core support block coolant

exit flow enters into the lower plenum between the

core support structure and the bottom head of the

PCRV.

The core support structure rests on graphite

support posts 2.17 m in height which extend through

the lower plenum and rest on Che lower plenum floor.

Each seven-column refueling region support block is

supported by three support posts. The lower plenum

side walls and floor are constructed of thermal in-

sulation materials to protect the PCRV. Because the

hottest helium temperatures prevail in the lower

plenum during normal operation, the walls and floor

of this cavity are insulated with special insulation

materials. The walls contain double thickness of

Kaowool insulation with high-temperature Hastalloy-

X liner wall material. The lower plenum floor is

composed of layers of fused silica, Kaowool, carbon

steel, and PCRV liner material.

Coolant exits the. lower plenuir. through lower

cross-ducts to the steam generator cavities and the

CACS cavities.

2. The Lower Plenum Mod'Bl

The lower plenum model includes heat transfer

between the coolant, the core support structure,

the plenum wall, the plenum floor, and the core

support posts. The model includes convective and

radiation heat transfer nodes within the plenum

and conduction in the walls and floor to the PCRV.

The plenum gas energy equation accounts for dynamic

accumulation effects because a significant fraction

of the total helium inventory is present in the

lower plenum during operation.
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The support block conservation of energy equa-

tion is

3t (oSH)sB " hSBc
 ASBC (

TCSB " *S

(TASBp (
TLP

"SB
FSB-FS AS (4 - 4)

SB
FSF-P W

ASB
p

4) <3-35>

where (PVK\ S B is the product of the support

block density, volume, and

enthalpy,

h__ and hoo are heat transfer coefficients
p of the support block coolant

channel and the support block

lower surface,

AgB and AgB are heat transfer areas of the

coolant channel and lower sur-

face,

T_..D is the local coolant temperature
Las

in the support block exit coolant

channel,

*SB is the average support block

material temperature which is a

function of the support block

enthalpy - ^ (vi^

TJJJ is the average temperature of

the coolant in the lower plenum,

(KAXLj, is the radial conductance be-

tween the support block and

third axial segment of the side

reflector,

is the support block surface

emissivity,

is the radiation interchange

factor between the support block

lower surface and lower plenum

fused silica floor,

is the fused silica floor sur-

face temperature,

c._

5D~ ro

"FS

FSB-PW i s t h e r a d l a t l o n interchange

factor between the support block

lower surface and the lower

plenum wall, and

;• is the lower plenum wall surface

temperature.

For the fused silica floor the conservation of

energy equation is

TLP "

°FS

l-e p s

FS-SB V SB

FS-PW -•M 3.36)

where ZsVIl

ySTF

"FS

ipg is the product of the fused silica

density, volume, and enthalpy,

is the fused silica heat transfer coef-

ficient to the lower plenum gas,

is the heat transfer area of the fused

silica floor,

is the conductance between the fused

silica temperature and the inner

thermal insulation temperature of the

lower plenum floor,

is the lower floor thermal insulation

temperature,

is the fused silica emissivity,

is the radiation interchange factor

between the fused silica floor and the

support block, and

is the radiation view factor between

the fused silica floor and the plenum

wall.

For the lower floor internal thermal insulation

the energy relationship is

IF (OVH)BTF " H F S (*FS -

+
 M S T F (*c« " •sir) (3.37)
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where (PVH)

H

is Che product of the thermal insula-

tion density, volume, and enthalpy,

and

!__„ is the composite conductance between
'bit

the thermal insulation temperature

node and a position within the PCRV

where an isothermal temperature of

is assumed.<}>CON

The lower plenum wall energy relationship is

oT (DVH)rw- hPW Apw ( I.P (*STW " *Pw)

node and a position within Che PCRV

where an isothermal temperature of

*CON is assumed.

The energy relationship for the core support

posts only considers convective heat transfer from

the lower plenum gas. No conduction or internal heat

generation is included in the model. All support

*PW 'PW
1-c PW

FPW-SB l*SB

*PW PW
1-c PW

PW-FB (4s - (3.38)

where (cVH\ is the product of the plenum wall

h_,.

•STW

lPW

PN-SB

density, volume, and enthalpy,

is the plenua wall heat transfer coef-

ficient to the lower plenua gas,

is the plenum wall heat transfer area

, is the conductance between the

plenum wall surface material and the

average plenum wall internal thermal

insulation material temperature,

is the average plenum wall internal

thermal insulation material tenperature,

is the plenua wall emissivity,

is the radiation interchange factor

between the plenum wall and support

block, and
FPW-FS l8 tlle radiation interchange factor

between the plenum wall and the fused

silica floor.

The plenum wall internal thermal insulation

energy relationship is

M P W (*

"CON (3'39>

where -̂VII ) is the product of the plenum waJ.l

internal thermal insulation density,

volume, and enthalpy, and

IS the composite conductance between

the thermal insulation temperature

posts are treated equivalently and the surface tem-

perature is assumed to be equal to the support post

average temperature. The conservation equation is

It (aV")sP " "SP ASP (TLP

where IcVHLp i s the product of the support post

density, volume, and enthalpy.

SP

ASP

'SP

is the support post convuctlve heat

transfer coefficient to the lower

plenum gas,

is the heat transfer area of the sup-

port post, and

is the average support post tenpera-

ture, a function of 11SP'

In the lower plenum helium energy accumulation

is accounted for dynamically. The conservation re-

lationship includes energy addition due to all clian-

ne? inlet flows and heat losses due to convection to

all material surfaces within the lower plenua. The

expression is
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dt TLP " | NSB hSBp
 ASBp Ngp

CP (NS3 W SB TSBO + WREF TREFO + "cACS TCACSO

where N,
SB

SP

"SB

SBO

REF

REFO

Is the number of support blocks,

is the number of support posts,

is the support block flow rate,

is the support block channel exit helium

temperature,

is the side reflector total exit flow

rate,

is the side reflector mean exit helium

temperature,

is the CACS helium flow rate,CACS

T is the CACS mean exit helium temperature,

"LP is the total lower plenum flow rate

which is determined from the continuity

relationship - N $ B W S B + W ^ +

is the product of the lower plenum

helium densicy and plenum volume. The

lower plenum helium density is determined

from the perfect gas law (Eq. (3.13))

as a function of pressure and tempera-

P,
LP
R T,XP

, and

C v is the specific heat of helium at con-

stant volume.

The radiation view factors in the plenum ere

baaed on a cylinder with diameter, d, and height, h.

Between the support block lower surface and the fuser

silica floor the view factor is

SB-FS 2

where x - 1 +

(3.42)

(3.43)

From the view factor given In Eq. (3.42) all other

view factors can be determined using the reciprocity

O.il)

theorem and the fact that the sum of all view fac-

tors equals unity.

Using the radiation view factors, eziisslviti.es,

and surface areas, the radiation heat fluxes for

each material surface are determined from the ex-

pression

1 j-1

(3.44)

where i refers to one of the lover plenum surfaces.

A radiation network matrix of n x n is solved

to get equivalent one-dimensional radiation inter-

change factors for the cylindrical plenum enclosure

given the view factors and heat fluxes.

Helium within the core support block exit chan-

nel is described from the static heat balance and

momentum expression like those of Eqs. (3.5) and

(3.12) for the active core.

F. CACS and Steam Generator Cross Pucts

Hoe helium coolant exits ttwi lower plenum

through the lower cross ducts to thr main steam gen-

eratoi cavities and the CACS cavity. Cold helium

coolant enters the upper plenun through the upper

cross ducts from the same cavities. In the CHAP

model a single module has been developed which rep-

resents fluid flow and heat transfer to ducts. The

simple model shown in Fig. 23 is used.

Convective heat transfer is considered between

the helium coolant in the duct and the duct cover

plate. The static energy balance in the coolant

stream is

(TD0 * TDl) " hD An ( DW
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Fig. 23. Cross-duel node! geometry.

where W is the duct flow rate,

T[(O is the duct exit coolant temperature,

Tj,, is the duct inlet coolant temperature,

h_ is the duct heat transfer coefficient which
is determined from a Dittus-Boelter corre-
lation similar to Eq. (3.31),

A_ is the duct wall heat transfer area,

:_., is the average duct cover plate temperature
(a function of cover plate enthalpy) •
:W (HDw) • a n d

T» is the duct average he HUB temperature

The cover plate conservation of energy relation-
ship is

d

dT I' (TD " -

(3.46)

where (- . '« the product of the duct wall density,

V O I U M , and enthalpy, and

|KAXI_. IS the conductance between the duct

wall temperature nod* and the thermal

Insulation temperature, ; „ , node.

For the thermal insulation the energy balance

is

('COS - ••«) ( 3' 4 7 )

where (cVH\_. is the product of the duct thermal

Insulation density, volume, and enthal-

py, and

( K A X L . is the conductance between the thermal

insulation temperature node and a posi-

tion within the PCRV where an isothermal

temperature ;„,, is assumed.

G. Primary an! Secondary Heat Transport System

1. Description

The primary coolant system, including steam

generators, rcheatcrs, and helium circulators, Is

contained within the i'CRV so that no primary coolant

helium leaves the I'CRV durinr. its main function of

transferrinR heat fron the core to the secondary

coolant system. The nunber of steam Rencrator loops

depends on the sine of the HTCR power plant, each

stcan generator being capable- of transferring about

500 MW of thermal enerr.y. Each loop contains a

steam generator* a rchcater, a circulator, and main

heliun shutoff valve. All steam generators are

arranged In symmetric parallel cavities with respect

to the primary and secondary coolant flow paths.

The primary coolant system removes core heat by

circulating helium through the core in aeries with

the steam generators. The hot lower plenun. heliun

flows through the lover cross-ducts and then upward

through the steam generators, where it gives up its

heat to the reheat stcan and the sain steam heat

exchanger bundles. At the exit of each steam gener-

ator, the cooled helium enters a circulator where the

pressure loss in each helium circulation loop is

restored. The cool helium flow.) from the circulator

through an open shutoff valve and a cross-duct back

into the cold plenum above the core. The design

basis for t»« main primary coolant shutoff valve Is

to Unit backflow through a primary coolant loop

when the associated main circulator is (hutdown.

Each main circulator is provided with a primary

coolant shutoff valve. A small percentage of the

helium bypasses the active core in order to cool

certain reactor components such as the core side re-

flector, core support barrel, and the lower regions

of the steam generator cavity.

Kach steam generator is composed of a main steam

bundle arranged above a reheater tube bundle. The

heat exchanger bundles utilize helical, nultistart

tubs coils to achieve a high ratio of tube surface



area to steam generator volume. This arrangement

was selected to minimize the space requirements with-

in the PCRV. The tube coil geometry consists of es-

sentially equal-length Cubes arranged in columns of

equal height and approximately equal helix angle.

The longitudinal pitch spacing Is constant within

each row but varies between rows. The transverse

pitch spacing is constant over the full bundle diam-

eter. The main steam bundle in each steam generator

has an installed heat transfer arei about 2 800 m~,

and the reheater contains approximately 335 nT.

Cold reheat steam returns from the high-pressure

turbine and after giving up some of its energy to

drive the helium circulators, enters each steam gen-

erator nodule through a cold reheat pipe. The cold

reheat pipe is connected to the cold reheater tube-

sheet , which distributes the steam to the lead-in

tubes. These lead-in tubes, which originate at the

tubesheet, extend up to the bundle that comprises the

actual reheater heat transfer section. The active

heat transfer section is arranged in a helical coil

located below the helium inlet duct. Reheat lead-out

tubes terminating at the hot reheater tubesheet carry

the reheat steam to the reheater outlet pipe. From

there the hot reheat steam is carried to the inter-

mediate pressure turbines.

The reheat steam flow is partially countercurrent

(upwards) and partially cocurrent (downwards) with

the helium flow. This feature was employed to mini-

mize the height of the unit and to simplify the steam

piping. Hot helium is distributed over the reheater

surface and flows downward through the bundle, trans-

ferring heat to the reheater heating surface. At the

outlet of the rehcater, the helium turns and enters

a center duct that extends to the top of the steam

generator module. The helium leavv- the center duct

and is directed downward over the main steam/water

section of the steam generator module passing consecu-

tively over the superheater, evaporator, and econo-

mizer heat transfer surfaces. After leaving the main

stean/water sections, the cooled helium turns and

flows upward through an annulus formed by the steam

generator module shroud insulation cover sheet and

the cavity liner thermal barrier cover sheet. This

annular passage terminates at the top of the steam

generator module from where the circulator recycles

the helium through the reactor core.

2. Reheater Model

The rehcater analysis is an essential part of

Che modeling of the tightly coupled water/steam

flow system in the HTOR balance-of-plant (BOP). In

the reheater, energy is transferred to the reheat

steam at different temperatures as the reheater

coils reverse the direction of the steam flow rela-

tive to the helium flow; thus, two reheater nodes

are required for each primary coolant node as shown

in Fig. 24. The tightly coupled nature of this

system requires an Integrated model to calculate

the system dynamics. Table IX gives significant

reheater quantities.

TABLE IX

REHEATER DESCRIPTION

Number of Tubes

Lead-in Length

Active Length

Lead-out Length

Inside Tube Diameter

Outside Tube Diameter

228

9.1 m

11.3 m

9.1 m

0.0337 m

0.0413 m

Intel wottr Eiit (liorn

Fig. 24. Flow schematic of a reheater module.
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The basic lumped node difference equations uti-

lized in the reheater model are grouped according

to the material under study. The mass, momentum,

and energy balance equations for the reheat steam at

a fixed volume segment noted by subscript i are

(3.48)

3.49)

and

dT h ) s -
out out + h A

"j "j S,l 1

As the therraodynamic and transport properties

of water vapor are required over a range of operat-

ing conditions a subroutine named STMTAP was de-

veloped which utilizes a large range thermodynamic

and transport water property FORTRAN-IV computer
18

program named WATER. The principal source of data

used by WATER is the skeleton tables adopted by the

Sixth International Conference on the Properties of

Steam.

The subroutine STMTAP is used in two ways in

determining thermodynamic and transport properties.

First, if tht pressure and enthalpy are known the

,; i-i, Ns
(3.50)

where Ns is the total number of reheater segments.

The symbols are defined with the superscripts,

in and out, designating the entrance and exit condi-

tions for each volume segment. The quantities c, P,

and W represent the steam density, pressure, and mass

flow rate respectively with geometric relations de- -

fined by L, A, and V. The average reheater tube wall

segment temperature is ' and the average steam tem-

perature is T . On a per unit volume basis the in-

ternal energy of the steam is ;U while the steam

enthalpy is H.

In determining the heat transfer coefficient,

h . between the tube wall and the steam, allowance
17

is made for the curvature of the tube bundle.

remaining properties are determined with pressure

and enthalpy unchanged. A second application re-

quires -.Lat the input be the steam density, internal

energy and pressure with the balance of the proper-

ties being calculated while steam density and in-

ternal energy are fixed.

In Eq. (3.49) the pressure loss term, -P,oss>

is composed of losses due to tube entrance and exit

effects, friction along the channel, acceleration of

the steam due to local heating, and elevation

chauges. A functior, DPFF, calculates the total

pressure loss for e.Jch segment requiring only that

the mass flow rate of steam at each section be known.

The relationship is

Nucurved ""straight"'0-962 + 0-09177 |Re|^

2.0.25

(3.51)

where the inside tube diameter is d and the nominal

coil diameter is D , with Nu and Re the Nusselt and

Reynolds numbers respectively. The Nusselt number

used for a straight tube configuration is

Nu. 0.023 Re °- 8Pr 0- 3 3

straight

with Pr representing the PrandtJ number.

(3.52)

+ 2 p
av8 / 1 11 M O 2 ' Kln)
I Sin (a) (3.53)

where Kj, KQ, and K{ are the entrance, exit and fric-

avg

tion loss coefficients respect-

fully,

is the average steam density,

is the reheater coil length.
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a is the angle of inclination of

the coil tubes, and

gc is the gravitational constant.

The friction factor, Kf, is determined from the

Moody chart for smooth pipes as a function of

Reynolds number.

The average primary coolant temperature, 6.,

for each segment is determined by the quasi-steady-

state primary coolant energy balance

(3.54)

with the indices

where the exit water temperature is

r

and the parameter U is given by

(3.55)

(3.56)

In the above equations i - 1, ..., Ns/2

11 - Ns/2 + 1 - i

12 » Ns/2 + i .

For the primary coolant W and C represent the
6 P

helium flow rate and the specific heat.

The gas side heat transfer coefficient, h , fs

based on a modified form of the correlation proposed
1°

by Grimison from the ddta of Huge and Pierson.

This modified correlation has the form,

Nu 0.245 Re0.618 /Pr \
\0.69/

1/3
(3.57)

This is essentially the Grimison correlation

modified to account for moderate changes in fluid

Prandtl number with theroal properties evaluated at

the film temperature.

The energy equation for tube wall segments of

•asi, m, Is

Ai (9u - *n <3-58>

and

il

il

NS/2 + 1 - i when i = 1 Ns/2

i - Ns/2

For Kq. (3.58)

when i « (Ns/2 + 1) MS.

is the product of the

tube wall mass and enthapy for the i ' rohe.itIT

section, and <J>. is the metal temperature for that

section.

Analytical Results and Model Validation

Me used '. .i" to perform steady-state, fre-

quencv response, and transient response calculations

in comparing several reheater models. The models

represented eight, six, four, and two tube wall sec-

tions for the total reheater length. Steady-states

were obtained for eacli model using the inlet and

exit conditions speeifi«d in Table X.

In Fig. 2- selected parameters are plotted for

steady-state operation. The fractional tube length

refers to the 11.3-m active length. Models with

eight, six, four, and two section, on the steam side

and corresponding four, thrie, two, and one sections

on the helium side were considered. The centerline

of the tube bundle Is superimposed on the plot in-

dicating symmetric helium temperatures represented

by the dashed portion of the helium curve. Deviations

from the solid lines by the symbols for four and two

sections indicate the accuracy of the models. In

Table XI the values plotted in Fig. 25 are tabulated

for ease of comparison. The entrance and exit helium

temperatures remain unchanged for all cases. The

helium temperature for the two-section model is

0.5 K higher than the linear Interpolation between

adjacent temperatures on the four-section model. For

the tube wall temperature at 75? of tube length, the

two-section model temperature is 3 K less than

TABLE X

REHEATER CONDITIONS FOR 3 000 Mtf(t) HTGR

HELIUM

Temperature, K

STEAM

Temperature, K
Pressure, Kpa

Inlet Exit

999 933

607 810
4 440 4 040
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Fifi. 25. Steadv-state analysis of reheater models
for 3 000 MW(t) HTGR operating at full
power.

the correspond lr.s interpolated four-section temper-

ature. At the same location the two-section model

steam temperature is 5 K less than the interpolated

va 1 ue.

Model transients were performed to predict the

reheater helium exit temperature resulting froa the

inlet helium temperature profile shown in Pig. 26.

The inlet helium temperature is a result of a + 1.0S

open-loop step Insertion in total core reactivity

during full power operation. The profile vas ob-

tained using the CHAP coremodel with fixed inlet

plenum temperature, pressure, and flow rate

conditions.

The 2-section model transient is represented

in Fig. 26. Only minor differences In temperature

(< 1.0 K) occur when compared to the 8-section case

for the exit helium up to 20 s, thereafter the re-

sults arc identical. The steam exit temperature for

the 2-section case is on the average 1.4 K less than

tlie 8-sectlon model with a maximum deviation of 2.6 K

occurring at 100 s.

TABLE XI

CALCULATED SEHEATER STEADY-STATE TEMPERATURES

(Number of Sections)

Tube Length Fraction. Z

0.00

ft.25

8.33

12.SO

18.75

25.00

31.25

37.50

41.66

43.75

50.00

56.25

S8.33

62.50

68.75

75.00

81.25

87.50

91.66

93.75

100.00

s 6 .4

Steam Temperature

607

623

607

629

607 •

2

t K

607

655

686

716

743

76 7

671

711

747

777

639

700

668

754

769

787

794

800

803

810 810 810 809

8 6 4 2

Tube Kail Temperature. K

738

763

787

812

829

838

845

850

742

775

808

830

841

849

751

800

775

4 3 2 1

Helium Temperature. K

933 »33 933 933
941

943

949
956

965 966

973

987

990

999 999

982

999 999

833

847

837
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85Oi

800

Fig. 26. Time response study resulting from a
+1.0S open-loop step reactivity Insertion
at full power for .1 J-section relieater
model.

Soiae frequency response examples for the line-

arised reheater model at nomin.il operation condi-

tions .ire presented In Figs. 27 and 28 for 2- and 8-

section models. In Fig. 27 the frequency response

of the exit Internal energy of the steam with re-

spect to a perturbation of the inlet helium temper-

ature for the 8- and 2-section cases at 3 000 MW(t)

0j 1 1 1 1 1 ,180

-200

90

»•* W1 tO° 10' K>* K)1

Fitggtflcy bo4/))

Fig. 27. Frequency response of the exit internal
energy of the steam with respect to a per-
turbation of the Inlet helium temperature.

-20

-50

-40-

-50
10"*

. "So

_

Aft. \

~A
8 Sections
2 Sections

j r - T -

\ Â
90

- 0

10'r J «r* io°
Frequency

FiR. 28. Frequency response of the exit intem.ii
energy of the steam with respect to ,i
perturbation of the inlet water pressure.

is presented. Applying the guidelines discussed in

Chap. It one concludes iiiat the simpler model is an

accuraf representation of the reheater over the

frequency range 0.0 to 10 rad s . The response of

the exit internal energy of the steam (Fig. 28) will

be evaluated with respect to large perturbations of

the inlet water pressure, e.g., rapid closing of ai

upstream valve. For frequencies less than 1.0 rad

s both models yield the same results. At frequen-

cies higher than 10 rad s the 2-section model

provides a slightly different response.

The sensitivity evaluation of the reheater model

far use in CHAP suggests a 2-section steam side <]-

section helium side) model is acceptable using the

8-section model as a standard. Additional evalua-

tions will be performed at other steady-state oper-

ating conditions using the mothodology illustrated

in the reheater examples.

3. The Main Steam Cenerator Model

We have formulated conservation equations (mass,

momentum, and energy) for a once-through steam gen-

erator model. Three lumped regions have been

modeled corresponding to the economizer, evaporator,

and superheater regions. The control volumes in

each region have moving boundaries because the boil-

ing and Bubcooled lengths along a tube vary during a

transient or at different operating conditions. For

this reason the definition of the derivative of a

functional Is used extensively throughout the deri-

vation of the model:
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F(t,z)dz F(t.L2(t)) at
(3.59)

All conservation relationships for the steam/

water side of the steam generator and the tube wall

energy relationships have been treated dynamically.

The helium conservation relationships have been

treated quasi-star.ically because of the squall heat

capacity of the helium compared with water and tube

wall and because helium remains a single-phase fluid.

The steam generator is visualized as 11 straight

tube with water (steam) flowing upward inside the

tube, and helium flowing downward outside the tube

as shown in Fig. 29.

a. The Continuity Equation

The basic continuity relationship for the

watcr/stcam flow is:

•2- - - -^ (3.60)

G is mass flow rc'.te divided by flc-v area (laass

velocity), and

z is distance up the channel.

Equation (3.60) is Integrated along ':he lengths

for each region. For the economizer:

/
« , (SC 3G*** " - J ~zdz " G

e c
( t> "

(3.61)

where Lsc(t) is the economizer leng';h (time dnpend-

ent).

Applying the principle of Eq. (3.59) to Eq.

(3.61):

where » is density.

T I •
A
/

y
y

—./

y

T.
Evaporoior

Wciir Htfkm

Fig. 29. Once-through steam generator schematic.

aV J

when; the Independent variable notation, t, hai- been

dropped for convenience,

p£ is the saturated liquid density,

Gec is the mass velocity in the econo-

mizer,

Gg is the mass velocity In the evapo-

rator, and

ce(,(z) is the fluid density in the economizer

as a function of axial -position.

Applying the same logic to the evaporator and nuper-

heater regions:

d_
dt
h
J cB(z)dz + dt 5A

°g At

- G.
SH

GB

(3.63)

where cfl(z) is the fluid density in the evaporator as

a function of axial position,
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P is the saturated vapor density,

G is the mass velocity in the superheater,

Lt i S V
LR is tlie length of the evaporator section

(time dependent),

q is the average rats of internal energy

addition per unit volume.

For the evaporator:

1*

A- f »B(z)UB(z)dz
d L d L

pfuf — " fg
Bg-ar

fJ. PSH(z)dz
d L

"g TT GSH - GSG
GBHf " G

SH
HgGBHf

where .-„(,-;) is the fluid density in the superheater

as a function of axial position,

USG

SH

is the steam generator exit mass veloci-

ty,

(a constant), and

is the length of the superheater section.

is L +

The exit mass velocity is assumed to be given.

b. The Energy Equation. The basic conser-

vation of energy relationship for water is:

(3.67)

where C_(z) is the evaporator internal energy as a

function of axial position,

U is the saturated steam internal energy,

and

q_ is the average rate of internal energy

addition per unit volume in the evapo-

rator.

For the superheater:

- •§£ (GH) (3.65)

where U is internal energy,

H Is fluid enthalpy, and

q. is the rate of volumetric internal energy

Input.

Three relationships are obtained by integrating

the conservation of energy equation along the lengths

of each region in the steam generator, and applying

the principle expressed in Eq. (3.59).

For che economizer:

when l>ec<z)

- G.H, + L q (3.66
1 : sc ec

is the fluid Internal energy in the

economizer as a function of position,

is the saturated fluid internal energy,

H , H. is the fluid enthalpy evaluated at the

economizer boundaries.

dt

d L.
£r I Pcu(z)Ucu(z)dz + D U

g g dt GSH Hg

" GSG HSG + LSH qSH

(3.68)

whc-̂ e uSH(z) is the fluid internal energy in the

superheater as a function of axial

position and

qSH is the average rate of internal energy

addition pet unit volume in the super-

heater.

The relationships for tube wall energy ate given

below. For the economizer:

d Hgc

dt" 2 L dt

(fec "

(e - J \
ec *ec/

(3.69)



where V is the economizer metal volume,

H is the average tube wall enthalpy in the
m economizer,

R_ is the average tube wall enthalpy in the
m

evaporator,
p is the tube wall metal density,
m

6 Is the average water temperature in the
ec

economizer (a function of U and p ) .

5 is the average tube wall temperature in

the economizer (a function of H ) ,

6 is the average steam temperafare in the

superheater (a function of IJ_, and Pc..),
ail an

eSH is the average tube wall metal temperature

in the superheater (a function of Hcu ) ,
an

and m

Tgjj - the average helium temperature in the

superheater.

c. The Momentum Equation

The basic conservation of momentum rela-

tionship for the water/steam flow Is:

f is the average helium temperature in the
ec

economizer, and

hA is heat transfer coefficient x heat trans-

fer area (subscript "1" represents tube

inside conditions; subscript "o" represents

outside conditions).

For the evaporator:

\ /S H \

y dt y 2LB y dt

h A

where V. is the evaporator metal volume,
o

iL.. is the average tube wall enthalpy in the
m

superheater,

6 is the average steam temperature in the

evaporator (a function tf_ and P_),

S_ is the average tube wall metal temperature

in the evaporator (a function of iL ) , and
m

f is the average helium temperature in the

evaporator.

For the superheater:

hlAi
"SH

3t 3z 2pD

(3.72)

where F is the fluid pressure,

f is the loss coefficient (including entrance,

exit, and friction losses),

D is the tube diameter, and

g is the acceleration due to gravity.

The momentum relationships are integrated over

the lengths of the economizer, evaporator, and super-

heater regions. We assume that the average mass

velocity in each region corresponds to both the inlet

and exit mass velocities for that region. This e-

limlnates the time derivative of the subcooled and

boiling lengths from the momentum expressions.

For the economizer:

d G

dt

f L s c
2pfD

(3.73)

where p is the inlet water density,

P is the inlet water pressure (assumed to be

known),

Pf is the saturated liquid pressure, and

p is the average economizer water density.

(3.71) For the evaporator:

where Vs[) is the superheater metal volume,
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dt
**

- p

h

iisc
2pfD 20.

+ 8 C3.74)

Here S is the slip ratio (a function of the satu-

ration pressure, P.). Over the boiling length the

steam quality is assumed to vary linearly with posi-

tion,

X(z) (3.80)

where P is the saturated steam pressure and

pfl is the average evaporator fluid density.

For the superheater:

The additional assumptions are defined below.

d GSH G£H
dt LSH

LSH

i— + Lh. iii
PSG 2 p D 2 D S G

+ g p«

UB(z) = U£ + (Ug - Uf) X(z)

<3-"> and

(3.81)

(3.82)

(3.83)

where esc is the steam generator exit density,

e

Ps(, is the steam generator exit pressure (a

e function of the inlet pressure P Q and

GSGe
)• a n d

PSH is the average superheater steam density.

d. Model Assumptions

The above equations require knowledge of

the axial behavior of fluid density, fluid intern-1

energy, and tube wall enthalpy in each of the three

steam generator regions. The following assumptions

are used in this analysis:

USH(z) (3.84)

p (z) • p + (pf - pjec o r o

P B(«) (Pg -

where a(z) is the void fraction

, . X£zJ
u u ; " * + X(z) (1-v)

X(z) - the steam quality and

"f
•i, - S

(3.76)

(3.77)

(3.78)

(3.79)

g

Also a linear variation in tube wall enthalpy is

assumed between the economizer and evaporator and

between the evaporator and superheater. These con-

ditions were applied in deriving Eqs. (3.69), (3.70),

and (3.71).

The ordinary differential equations in this

model contain 12 unknowns including L and L.. The
sc t

continuity and energy equations together give rise

to a set of six equations which can be solved simul-

taneously so that each derivative expression can be

expressed in terras of previously defined parameters.

The steam generator expressions are being coded,

and will be studied with the TAP program. The model

will be evaluated over a broad range of operating

conditions in order to identify the limitations and

dynamic characteristics. Special attention will be

given to the flood-out condition, where the super-

heater and possibly even the evaporator regions dis-

appear. In this situation the number of solution

equations reduces as flood out progresses. After

initial model checkout and evaluation we will incor-

porate the model into the CHAP code.
4. Boiling Heat Transfer Correlation.;

We have developed a heat transfer coefficient
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model for CHAP to obtain an average tube-side heat

transfer coefficient over the evaporator length in

a once-through tube stoam generator with uphill boil-

ing. The model is based on integrating well-estab-

lished heat transfer correlations as a function of

fluid quality over each quality range of interest.

In the evaporator four different boiling regimes

are considered:

(a) Nucleate boiling,

(b) forced convection vaporization,

(c) transition boiling, and

(d) stable film boiling.

Throughout che CHAP steam generator model, subcooled

liquid and superheated vapor heat transfer correla-

tions (corresponding to the economizer and super-

heater sections) are based on the Dittus-Boel'-er

forced convection relationship

h = 0.023 (^-\Ue)0-h(?r)°-A (3.85)

where k is the fluid conductivity (liquid or
vapor),

D is the channel equivalent diameter.

Re is the fluid Reynolds number, and

Pr is the fluid Prandtl number.

This correlation is modified as suggested by GA to

account for tube curvature effects.

In the evaporator section heat transfer corre-

lations are not so easily defined. Figure 30 is a

qualitative graph which presents the heat transfer

coefficient at a specific location as a function of

Flow Roglmw

the local quality. Because heat is continuously

added to the fluid, the quality monotonically in-

creases with distance from the evaporator entrance

(onset of nucleate boiling).

In the nucleate boiling regime the quality of

the fluid is generally well below 1% with as much as

50% of the volume fraction being vapor due to the

creation of bubbles or plugs. Heat transfer corre-

lations in this regime are generally based on the

fluid saturation pressure and the wali-to-fluid tem-

perature difference. The specific relationships are

not incorporated in our model. Instead we assume

that the next boiling regime (forced convection va-

porization or annular flow) begins at a quality of

\X, A linear increase in the heat transfer coeffi-

cient is assumed between 0 and 1%.

(3.86)

where x is the fluid quality,

h. is the heat transfer coefficient given

by Eq. (3.85) at the evaporator en-

trance, and

is the heat transfer coefficient in

the forced convection vaporization

regime at a quality of IX.

In the forced convection vaporization regime

(or annular flow) the wall of the tube is covered

u, •> thin film of liquid and heat is transferred

through this liquid film. In the center of the tube,

vapor is flowing faster than the liquid and vapor is

created primarily by vaporization from the liquid-

vapor interface. In addition to the liquid in the

annulus at the wall, there is a significant amount

of liquid dispersed in the vapor as droplets.

The recommended heat transfer correlation in

this regime was developed by Schrock and Grossman.

FCV
0.01.

hpcv(x)
°-075

(3.87)

Fig. 30. Boiling water heat transfer coefficient
vs quality.

where the subscript, f, refers to saturated liquid,

the subscript, g, refers to saturated vapor,

p is the fluid density,

u is the fluid viscosity, and

the funct'en *(x) is given by
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a - K ) 0 - 1 2 5 , 0 - 6 7 5
(3.88)

The completion of the annular-flow regime is

characterized by departure from nucleate boiling

(DNB). In annular flow the liquid film normally

covers and cools the heating surface. The boiling

crisis occurs when the liquid film becomes too thin

and breaks down leaving dry patches (dryout). Dryout

characterized the transition boiling regime and be-

gins at what is commonly called the critical heat

flux (CHF). Correlations have been developed to

predict CHF and the corresponding dryout quality.

Heat transfer in the transition region is primarily

via conduction through the vapor (low conductivity)

resulting in a sharp decrease in the heat transfer

coefficient. The dryout process occurs over a small

quality range generally less than 1% in width.

In the CHAP model CHF correlations are used

to predict the quality at DNB. We assume that the

next boiling regime, stable film boiling, begins at

a quality IX higher than the quality at DNB. A

linear variation in the heat transfer coefficient

is then assumed over the transition region.

Heat transfer in the stable film boiling regime

is from the hot vail to the vapor then to the liquid

droplets. Vaporization actually occurs in the inte-

rior of the channel and not at the wall. Above the

dryout quality the recommended heat transfer co-

efficient for stable film boiling from Miropolskii

is used. It is based on the saturated vapor coeffi-

cient modified to account for two-phase effects. The

equation used is

where W

1.8

is the mass flow rate,

is the channel equivalent diameter,

(3.90)

18

P, is the saturation pressure, and
sat

Xpjjg is the dryout quality.

The bivariate function i(*sat
 XDJIB) U a s b e e n

evaluated for saturation pressures ranging from 700

kPa (approximately 100 psia) up to the critical pres-

sure, and dryout qualities from 0. to 1.0. Figure 31

is a plot of the manifold formed by ; determined

from a water properties computer code named WATER.

We have created a matrix using equal grid spac-

ing s in P and X^g containing 132 values of ;

corresponding to the grid crossings shown on Fig. 31.

The evaluation of : is made with a simple bilinear

interpolation polynomial using the four neighboring

points given Pg and X^g. The evaluation Is ex-

tremely fast and accurate to within 1% (relative to

the defining relationships) over the entire manifold.

5. Primary Coolant Helium Circulator Model

We have modeled the HTGR primary coolant circu-

lator for inclusion in the CHAP code. A single

differential equation represents the change in cir-

culator speed due to torque differentials between

the steam turbine drive and the helium compressor.

The inertia equation is

1.2

hSFB<*>
h -& (1 - x) + 1
8 I ce

(3.69)

where h is the heat transfer coefficient given by

Eq. (3.85) at the evaporator exit.

The average heat transfer coefficient in the

evaporator section is obtained by integrating the

above relationships over the •npropriate quality

ranges. It can be reduced to a relationship which

is a function of the saturation pressure, the dryout

quality, the mass flow rate, and the geonetry of the

channel.

FiR. 31. The manifold of x
mi>-
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£ (3.91)

M

where N is the circulator speed,

1 . is the rotational Inertia of the circu-

lator,

is the torque developed on the steam

turbine side of the circulator, and

is the torque produced by helium compres-

sion.

The two torque relations are given by

S> 1

M,.

WJ.P (3.92)

where k is a design constant,

W is the mass flow rate,

..P is the pressure differential across the

circulator, and

. is the fluid density (steam or helium).

On the compressor side of the circulator the

primary coolant circuit pressure losses are restored

by the helium compressor. In the Fulton Generating

Station (FGS) PSAR, a performance map is given for

the IITGR helium compressor. We have reduced this

performance map to a single curve representing spe-

cific head (^^-A as a function of specific capacity

(TJJ). This is shown in Fig. 32 with the error bars

Indicating the standard deviation of the reduced data

at each point. The overall standard deviation is

+3.012.

On Fig. 32 the dashed line represents a second-

order polynomial fit to the reduced curve which is

within 5.7S everywhere. The polynomial expression

is

"IN
0.21030 N 2 + 1.1469 - N - 1.6708 -

C

(3.93)

where AP _ Is the total pressure drop in the primary
AP

coolant loop. Here — has units of (ffl),

W 3
— hag units of (m / • ) , and
P

N has units of (rps).

S.
£

Reduced dolo

Polynomial fit

.4 A .6 .7 .6

-ji (m*/»fpsl

Fig. 32. HTGR helium circulator compressor perform-
ance map.

Control of the turbine circulator depends on

the main steam generator exit temperature, the cir-

culator rotational speed, and the pressure ratio

(steam inlet to steam outlet) across the circulator

turbine. These conditions determine the valve posi-

tions in the turbine circulator main steam line and

the turbine circulator bypass steam line.

A second relationship for the compressor relates

the change in enthalpy across the compressor to the

work done in restoring the primary coolant pressure

drop. Basically "te work done by the compressor

occurs nearly adiabatlcally by polytropic compres-

sion. The expression for enthalpy change is

AH,
CIR

(3.94)

where v is the ratio of specific heats (c_/c ) for

helium and

n is the polytropic efficiency of the compres-

sor. From design data tha polytropic effi-

ciency for the HTGR compressors is approxi-

mately 0.76.

This aodel is prtsently bsing coded and chtcked

with TAF and CHAP. It represents the final component

in a complete primary coolant loop.
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H. Upper Plenum Model

Convective and radiative heat transfer occurs in

the upper plenum above the core to the PCRV thermal

barrier and liner and co the control rod guide tubes.

The equations which describe the heat transfer in the

upper plenum are nearly identical to those for the

lower plenum (see Section £). The main differences

are that control rod guide tubes are treated like

the lupport posts, and the orifice assemblies are

treated like the support block.

In CHAP the lower plenum and the upper plenum

require a call to the same module. The input data

for each model is different flow rates, pressures,

geometries, and material parameters.

I. The Core Auxiliary Cooling Svstei.i (CACS)

1. Description

The CACS is an engineered safeguard core cool-

ing systea chat is independent of the main loop cool-

Ing system. It Is provided to assure safe cooldown

of the core and continued shutdown cooling in the

event that the main loops become unavailable. Two

or more independent auxiliary core cool."ng loops,

depending on the HTGR electrical capacity, provide

core residual afterheat removal capability. Ade-

quate redundancy is provided in the CACS design so

tnac the system can sustain a single active or pas-

sive failure and still meet the criterion of remov-

ing 1002; of the design residual heat in a safe shut-

down fashion.

The principal components of the CACS include an

auxiliary electric-motor-driven compressor, a circu-

lator shutoff valve, and a core auxiliary heat ex-

changer (CAHE). These components are installed in

auxiliary loop penetrations within the PCRV with

upper and lower cross ducts connecting with the upper

and lower core plena.

During normal power plant operation the auxiliary

circulator shutoff valve is closed (partially) and

limits backflow through an auxiliary coolant loop.

In this mode cold helium flows from the upper plenum

through the auxiliary circulator shutoff valve <:o-

currently over the CAHE and exits through the lower

auxiliary cross duct into the lower plenum. A frac-

tion of hot helium flows from the lower core plenum

through the lower cross duct over the CAHE due to

natural convection, mixes with the incoming cold

helium, and returns to the lower plenum.

When operated in the cooling mode, each CACS

loop circulates hot helium from the core lower

plenum into the lower end of the CAHE cavity through

the lower cross duct. Hoc helium flows upward,

counter-currently, across the CA1IK where it gives

up its heat to the cooling water. Cold helium

leaving the CAHE flows through the open auxiliary

shutoff valve into the auxiliary circulator, back

to the core upper plenum.

In both modes of operation helium is bypassed

around the CAHE shroud within the CACS cavity in

the PCRV.

The CACS model accounts for both modes of oper-

ation; the standby mode and the cooling mode.

2. The CACS Model

a. Standby Operation

During all normal operations the main

loops remove core heat, and the CACS loops are in

a standby condition. The auxiliary circulators are

shutdown and only a small amount of cooling water

is circulated through the CAHF. by a small capacity

reclrculating pump.

The auxiliary shutoff valve has a design leakage

when closed that allows helium at the core inlet

temperatures, up to 610 K, to back flow across the

auxiliary circulator, through the valve, across the

CAHE, and into the core lower plenum. This backflow

minimises any natural circulation of core exit helium

into the isolated CACS loop.

The small-capacity recircuiating pump maintains

a constant pressurized water flow through the CAHE.

The core auxiliary cooling water system (CACWS) outlet

temperature is controlled to keep the CAHE inlet water

below a fixed temperature and the outlet at 205°C

during standby. The loop standby condition should

minimize thermal transients when the CACS is placed

in operation. During this time the full-flow, high-

capacity, circulating water puuip is off and isolated.

For the standby model several simplifying as-

sumptions are made. A four lumped-mode CAHE model

is used with heat transfer coefficients for both the

helium-side and the water-side established from de-

sign heat rate removal conditions. GASSAR data were

used for the reference to provide CACS heat loss in-

formation.

The pressure drop across the CAHE is assumed to

be produced only by bouyancy forces of hot helium

rising from the core lower plenum. The remainder of



the pressure drop in Che £ACS loop is assumed to be

from entrance (or exit) losses in the partially

closed auxiliary shut off valve.

Three equations represent heat transfer in Che

CA11E lump model. The first represents heat removal

from the helium. A -! uasi-scat ic energy balance Is

used neglecting energy storage effects in the helium.

The relationship is

(3.95)

where W is the flow race in a CACS loop (includes

both forced and nacural circulation dur-

ing standby),

T Q u t is the ith node helium exit temperature,

T, is the ith node helium inlet temperature,
ini

h is the helium-side heaC cransfer coeffi-

° cient to the i£h wall sequent,

A is the outside Cute wall heat transfer
o

area,

i is the average metal wall temperature in

* the ith_ node, and

T-, is che average helium temperature over
i

Che ith segment.

Heat cransfer to the tube wall is dynamically

calculated from the energy relationship

(3.96)

where (OVHV is che product of the Ith cube wall

segment density, volume and enthalpy,

ia the water-side heat transfer area,

la the average water temperature in
i

the ith CAJIE acgacnt, and

h is the water-side heat transfer coef-
1 ficitmt.

Heat transfer to the water is dynamically de-

termined from the relation

0-.
i

(3.97)

where (•~w\. is the product of the water density,

volume, and internal energy,

11. is the 1th segment inlet water enthalpy,
i

H is the ith_ segment exit water enthalpy,
1 and

W . is rite CA11E cooling water flow rate.
h2

In the CI1AP model the CAC. i flow rate is assumed

to be equal to the sciall (or large) recirculating

pump output. The pressure drop on the water-side

Is determined from the quasi-static momentum rela-

tionship

where

t

-_ and

is the average water density In the

1th segment,

is die Moody friction factor,

is the ith segment tube length,

is the inside tube diameter, and

are sesnenc inlet and exit water

densicies.

Given the cooling water pressure and internal

energy all other water properties are determined

from the WATER code.

In che standby mode the helium flow rate of

natural circulation is determined primarily by

bouyancy forces arising from large density variations

due to axial temperature differences. The approxi-

mate relationship is

WKC * CNC (TLP " TCA I)
(3.99)

where C^ is determined from reference data,

o_. is the average helium density between the

core lower plenum aad the CACS shutoff

valve,
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T. p is the lower plenum helium temperature.
LP

and

T,. is the CAHE helium temperature near the
I

shutoff valve.

The helium flow rate across the CAHE is the sum

of the flow rate through the shutoff valve, W , and

CACS sv NC
(3.100)

These flow rates are determined from quasi-static

continuity and momentum balances.

The heat transfer coefficient on the helium-side

of the CAHE is determined by the relationship for

free convection (standby mode) and is proportional

to Che temperature difference between the helium and

the CAHE tubes to the 1/4 power. The relationship

0.25

\)
(3.101)

where is determined from reference data.

The heat transfer coefficient on the water-side

of the CAHE applies In both the standby and cooling

mode. The Dittui-Boelter relationship for forced

convection ia used.

b. Cooling Operation

The CACS is activated whenever core cooling

is not possible using the main loops. The following

actions occur once the CACS Is placed in operation.

1. Shutdown of main cooling loops.

2. The variable-frequency power supply is

initially energized at the low frequency

corresponding to operation with a pressur-

ized primary coolant system.

3. CACWS flow is switched to the high-capacity

circulating water pump followed by ener-

gizing the auxiliary circulator motor at

low frequency. The head produced by the

circulator open* the helium shutoff valve

and establishes helium flow across the

CAHE and to the core.

4. The orator control ayataa frequency, and

thus the auxiliary circulator speed, is

adjusted until tin- CAHK fxit water temper-

ature setpoint of 2O5"C is achieved. This

provides for the speed increase needed

for core oouLing as the reactor system is

being depressurized or the decrease in

»>pecd which should accompany repressuriza-

tion.

5. The temperature control setpoint for the

air—cooled heat exchangers is changed from

approximately 175°C to 30°C to provide

maximum cooling capacity.

The CACS is controlled during cooling operation

by means ot" the CAHE exit water temperature. The

water flow remains constant at full capacity. The

circulator speed is automatically controlled to

maintain the 205°C maximum exit water temperature.

During pressurized PCRV conditions tiie circulator

speed initially operates at approximately 10X of

rated speed and automatically increases as the core

exit gas temperatures decrease. Operation during

depressurized PCRV conditions does not raise the

water to 205"C therefore the circulator operates at

100% speed.

During cooling operation the flow regime on the

helium-side of the CAHE changes from free confection

to forced convection. The gas-side heat transfer

coefficient changes from the relationship for free

convection to a relationship for forced convection

outside of tubes. The Grimlson correlation

established for the main steam generator and re-

heater coils Is used for the CAHE moiel. The e-

quatlon is of the form

CCA' ("CAHE) (3.102)

where C. ' is a geometry parameter and

f'/T_, \ is a function which varies with the

* average helium temperature in the ijth

CAHE segment. This function Includes

Prandtl number, t.onductivlty, and

viscosity parameters.

c. Auxiliary Circulator

Figure 33 presents the GASSAR auxiliary

circulator compressor characteristics. This per-

formance map permits the calculation of the restored

pressure drop across the auxiliary circulator, or the
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compressor speed, when the density of the coolant

and flow rate are known.

The inlet temperature to the auxiliary circu-

lator is the exit temperature of the last CAHE cool-

ant node during the cooling mode. The expression

for heat addition, or auxiliary circulator exit

temperature, due to compressor work is given by

R iP

ALX

where

- T. SYS
OUT,. 'AUX CP PAUX

(3.103)

IN

i s the 4t]i CAflE segment exit helium

temperature,

AUX l s t l l e of the auxiliary cir-

culator compressor, and

PAITV is the inlet pressure to the auxiliary
IS

circulator which is the system static

pressure, a function of the total helium

inventory.

In the CHAP model, loss o? a CACS loop is simu-

lated by reducing the total flow rate by the ratio

of operating/total number of CACS loops.

APPENDIX A

THE CHAP NUMERICAL INTEGRATION TECHNIQUE

We have developed a serai-inplicit predictor-

corrector numerical integration technique which ls

appropriate for integration of the model equations

used in the CHAP code and which is Inherently stable

for any time step size. The method is based on the

integrating factor solution of first-order ordinary
26

differential equations (ODEs). Local error ls con-

trolled during a transient solution by varying the

solution Integration step size.

Consider the ODE representing a feature of the

nodel dynamics:

H_ » (£\ a i (y y •••y •••y t\ (A.I)

where H ls Che order of Che dynamic aodel. This

equation is put Into integrating factor format by

adding ant subtracting a y to the right-hand side.

dt yi " £i + V i " V i <A-2>

where ^ is arbitrary and is chosen in order to max-

imize the local time step. It can be demonstrated

that the best choice for ->. is

(A. 3)

i.e., the instantaneous period over the txrne inter-

val from t, . to t..

The solution of Eq. (A.2) at time t. + 1 ls:



escp {'a It fvj+1 - (A. 8)

+ exp /-c

exp( v ) d t (A.4)

where it »
* < •

For the numerical solution of yi(
t4+^>

 w e as~

sume chat the term in brackets within the integral

of Eq. (A.4) is equal to the arithmetic average of

the endpoint values at t. and t,+1

(A.S)

where the superscript represents discrete time points

in the solution. Performing the Integration pro-

vides an Implicit numerical predictor for y| .

In general Eq. (A.6) is nonlinear and depends on

known values of y j + 1 . Equation (A.6) is linearized

by assuming a first-order Taylor expansion of f^(t)

about t.t,.

fJ
+l

Upon substituting Eq. (A.7) into (A.6) we are let':

vith an S by S matrix solution of y| .

Most of the equations in CIIAF exhibit diagonal

dominance in the linearized version, I.e., Eq. (A.7).

In particular the energy, momentum, nsucronlci, and

decay power relationships have diagonal doalnance in

the first-order JacuMan matrix. Because of this

feature we have assumed that Eq. (A.7} can be closely

approximated by

where the — represents the diagonal element of tlie
1

Jacobtnn matrix (this expression can be analytically

or numerically coapute^>.

With the substitution of Eq. (A.8) into (A.6)

the predictor for y| is now explicit of the torn

J+1 J
• i

d+e"*1") —±
(A. 9)

The predicted value of y, (along with all other

N-l dependent variables) Is used to compute (,

Equation (A.6) is then solved in straightforward

fashion to obtain the corrected value of y* . The

relative error between the predicted and corrected

values of yj is compared to a specified error cri-

terion and establishes a basis for altering the inte-

gration step size during the transient solution.

We have applied this technique very successfully

to tins core transient studies performed to date.

Computer running times are acceptable for both fast

and slow transients. For cxnmple, a 28-h rcai-tirtc

transient of the core heat up during a loss-of-forccd-

cooling accident required 31 s of CDC 7000 machine

t'.mc. I'e also used the Method for studying step re-

activity insertions up to 1$ with Rood snr<:es« (seo

Sec. I!I).

This technique was also applied to two nonlinear

test probleaa which are not well-p^sed in the large.

The first problem was the secend-ot-jer Van der Pol's

Halt cycle with initial conditioi." •mch that the

solution is periodic. The basic cqui?Kions arc

7?y, • y-> (A. io)

d_
dt y2 y? - (A.11)

Figures A.I and A.2 show the solutions oi i, and

y- as a function of time for two eyelets.

The second problem is outlined in Gear'*

text. It in a fourth-order nonlinear set of "stiff"
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y.

e<]u.it i-.ns wliirli h.is an .wilyrli- solut ion. Inn

prublt-n Is enlist riuti-d frota tin- crqu.it ion

(A.12)

where . ' . .irv nonzero

' i

The solutloii is

1 • C (A.13)

-S

-10. 10
Tim* (*>

15 20

Fig. A.2. Solution of y , in Van dcr Pol'n
equations.

if the initial value- is 2j(o) • - ; , Cj - - (1 + .;,).

A unitary tsatrlx I' is then defined at;

- 1 1 1 1

1 - 1 1 1

1 1 - 1 1

1 1 1 - 1

such t h a i

Z - jZj, Z,, Z,, i

The differencial equation for ̂ , then, is

(A.15)

d_
dt

where B

and •-• •

!•• w (A.10)

Z j " . Z j* . i ' j " , Z4 I •

The- solution of ̂  was obtained with the CHAP

integration technique for thu initial values v(o) -

[-1, -1, -1. -1JT. Froa Eq. U.13) the Mltuion of

Z isis

s i f o r - r 0 }
(0 for . j

The nrnblcra was iiucur.iteil with! ij - 1 00Q, :•, •

800, Jj • -10. and ?4 • 0.001. Figures A.3. A.i.

A.S, ,md A.6 >irc thtr solutions of v. The nixinun

relative error in any y, after 3 s of solution tine

was 3 x 10 . The IOCJII error criterion w;is 10~ .

The xolution required 0.5 s of CDC n.ichinc tine and

involved )50 citac seeps with cine step chances.

The ncttiod compnres very favorably with cetliod*

used by Clear.
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FiR. A.3. Solution of y, in Gear's stiff system. FiR, A.5. Solution of ŷ  in Gear's stiff system.
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Solution of v., in dear's stiff system.
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Fig. A.6. Solution *>f y^ in Rear's stiff Kystetn.

APPENDIX B

LAPUCE TRANSFORM TECHNIQUES
26

The coaposlte IITGR model in CHAP is composed of

runny different types of component!:: nuclear, control,

hydraulic, raechanic.il, etc. These components, func-

tioning together, make up the overall system. The

-Mjoricy of the components considered for the HTCR

modal ai'o individually modeled as nonlinear coupled

first-order ordinary differential equations (ODEs),

which can be described mathematically as

dt

where ̂  is the vector of n dependent or st.itc-v.irl-

ables in the model,

t is the independent variable time,

£ Is the vector of n state-variable deriva-

tive relationships, and

£ is the vector of m time dependent Input

forcing functlonB.



The solution of this set of ODEs under various ini-

tial conditions and with various forcing functions

provides information about the dynamics of the sys-

tem. Except for a few cases the analytic solution

of the nonlinear set of ODEs 's not possible and

approximation techniques are used to obtain numerical

solutions.

If the set of nonlinear ODEs are linearized

about some steady-state operating condition where

In general the class of functions of interest

for the CH.U" an*lysis is linear, nth order, ODEs with

constant coefficients and zero initial conditions.

The equations can typically be written as

..n-1

iy + V i
dt

c -1 Sy S_

& Z (to)
(B.2)

the resulting linear approximations to the nonlinear

expressions provide information of the dynamics of

the component in a region about the steady-state

level, y_ > corresponding to a steady-state input xQ.

The size of the region over which the linear model

is valid varies with the iegree of nonlinearity of

the process and the magnitude of the input disturb-

ances. The unique feature of linear systems is

that the solution under various initial conditions

and with various forcing functions provides all pos-

sible information about the dynamics of the system.

Oi.e of the most useful tools in analyzing sys-

tem of linear ODEs is the Laplace transform. «nai-

ysls with Laplace transforms provides insight about

the physical system and the effects of varying sys-

tem parameters. In the development of component

models for CIIAP, the Laplace transform analysis is

applied to compare the dynamic resfjnse of two or

more statc-variabls representations (models) of a

component. The objective of this analysis is to

select the least tsathenatically complex model which

adequately describes the component dynamics nt inter-

cat.

The Laplace transform converts functions from

the ti«e domain where time, t, is the independent

variable into the Laplace donain where the complex

variable, s, is the Independent variable. The one-

sided Laplace transform is an operator defined on a

certain class of functions f (t), defined for t > o;

H - (f(t) dt = F(s) (B.3)

(B.4)

where A tO. in Eq. (B.4) 6y • 4y(t) is one of the

dependent variables representing the variation in y

about the steady-state level y_ when one of the input

variables, x(t), is varied from xQ. Thus 6y(t) •

y(t> - yQ and 6x(t) • x(t) - xQ.

The Laplace transform of Eq. (B.4) is

K *n + v i -1"1 +
Bl S + B o) ° X ( s )

A l a + A o )

(B.5)

The Laplace '. ranaffirms cY(s) and 4X(s) can be manip-

ulated easily to provide the transfer function of

the response variable to the forcing function 6x.

Tile transfer fum;Lion H(s) is defined

»<*>

The figure below illustrates the transfer function

process.

Input II <«>
Output

where F(s) is tha transforaed function.



The function H<s) can t» written •• a rational alge-

braic function of * such that

)... (s
/a + P,

(••'.)•
(B.7)

When the complex variable s has the values -Z., -Z ,

.... -Z^ the function H(a) vanishes. When s takes

on the values -1^, -F2> ..., -P . H(s) becomes infi-

nite. These values of s are called, respectively,

che zeros and poles of the transfer function H(s).

The position of the poles and zeros of H(s) plotted

on the complex plane provides insight to the kinds

of dynamic response and stability to expect from the

system when tiie constant coefficients are varied.

This rapid visualization of the system behavior is

one great advantage of the transform technique.

The relationship of Eq. (B,6) can be written

In the time domain by using the convolution integral

f h(t) «x(t-O dr - / h(t-T) dr

therefore the output response transform is

5V(8) " 7 T 7 2 " * B(8) *
(B.10)

By partial fraction* 8Y(s) can be expanded into the

form

1
2i

A(iu)o)

0 -

1

4- _ _

AC-i^)

• 0 .
B(s)

(B.ll)

where i » ^ - 1 . The rirst two terms on the right

are complex conjugates, the sum of the two being

equal to twica the real part of either one. There-

fore,

6Y(s) - Re

s - iu

(B.12)

(B.8) How

where 5y(t), h(t), and 4x(t) are the Inverse Laplace

transforms of <5Y(s), H(s) and SX(s), respectively.

The function h(t) is the impulse response of the

system with transfer function H(«) and is commonly

called the system weighting function.

The dynamic response of a system with a transfer

function ll(a) can be conveniently studied when the

system is subjected to a sinusoidal forcing function

of unit maximum amplitude. Consider the block dia-

gram of the system where H(s) is the system transfer

function, iyi«) is the response and sin uQt is the

system input or forcing function.

sin - t
o H(s)

H(s) cin oe written as H(s) - A(s)/B(s). The Laplace

transform of the input is

'X(«> - L [»in (B.9)

(B.13)

where the magnitude of the complex number H(iu ) is

and the angle formed by the real and imaginary com-

ponents of H(iu) ) in the complex plane is

-1 H(iu>o)
- tan

Thus the output Laplace transform is

(B.15)

5Y(s) - Re • <-•«>



The term C(s)/B(s) corresponds to the transient

or homogeneous solution to the system differential

equation. If the system is stable the homogeneous

solution is bounded and approaches zero as time ap-

proaches infinity. The steady-state component of

the solution is then represented by the transform

<5Y(s) (B.17)

This corresponds to a Eteady-state time domain solu-

tion

H(iui ) sin (u t + 6 + ir) (B.18)

Equation (B.18) shows that the steady-state

output response of a linear system subjected to a

unit sinusoidal forcing function with frequency u

is also a sine wave of the same frequency, only

modified in amplitude and shifted in phase. There-

fore, the frequency response function of a linear

system is defined as the magnitude and phase angle

of the system transfer function with j replaced by

in). In general both the magnitude and phase angle

of the frequency response function are nonlinear

functions of the sinusoidal frequency u.

It is convenient to plot the magnitude and

phase of the frequency response function versus fre-

quency in radians per second. The adopted procedure

is to plot 20 log1Q |H(1UI)| , which is the definition

of a decibel unit, versus frequency ID on a semilog

graph. The value of the magnitude in decibels Is

plotted on the linear scale while the value of u> in

rad/s Is plotted on the logarithmic scale. If the

magnitude of H(iu) is N then the value in decibels

(dB) of H is, '

M - 20 log1Q H (dB) (B.19)

Consider the transfer function composed of several

gain constants and functions of iw.

20 log 1 0 | H < 1 W ) | - 20 log1( ) ^ + 20 l og 1 0 L

20 20

" 2 0 lo6lO K3 " 2 0 lo«10 H3

" 2 0
" 2 0

(B.21)

By performing the logarithmic transformation the

multiplications and divisions transform to addition

and subtraction. The logarithmic transformation

involves magnitude only. To obtain the phase angle

of H(iw), denoted H(iu), the phase angle of each

function of H(iu) is added or subtracted depending

on whether or not the function appears in the numer-

ator or denominator respectively of H(iu). For ex-

ample, from Eq. (B.20),

(B.22)

Generally the phase angle in degrees of the

frequency response function is also plotted on the

semilog graph as a function of frequency w. The

combined semilog plot of 20 1 O R 1 Q |H(iu)| and /H(1M)

vs u is called a Bode plot.

The TAF code is capable of obtaining component

model transfer functions by linearizing the nonlinear

ODEs when necessary. In order to linearize the ODEs

of a component model described by Eq. (B.I) the TAF

code solves for the set of steady-state variables

y_ for which all f (y^, xQ, tQ) • 0 when X Q is given.

In matrix notation the linearized equations are

TT-\ <5*.

(B.20)

The magnitude or gain in decibels (dB) is

(B.23)

In Eq. (B.23) f (jro, xg, to) - 0. The n x n matrix

l-j-j is referred to as the Jacobian or system



3x1
tn as the input matrix. By deleting £ from Eq.

(B.23) and performing the Laplace transform of 6y

and 5x, we obtain the matrix equation for the Laplace

transform of the linearized component models.

H ] {X.(s)

If <5Xfc(s) = 1, then 6Y±(.s) is the transfer

function 6Y (s)/6X. (s) which represents the transfer
i K

is referred function of the variation of the state-variable y.

with respect to the variation in the input x. • This

relationship is referred to as an internal transfer

function because the state-variable y, and the input

variable x. can be arbitrarily selected. In TAF all

internal transfer functions of interest are prese-

lected. TAF manipulates the complex algebraic rela-

tionships and evaluates the frequence response func-

tions at specified values of u>. Bode plots are pro-

vided over the specified frequency range for all

internal transfer functions of interest.

(B.24)
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